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INTRODUCTION ,;

In order to fully understand the concerns of the developing countries in
general and of Africa in particular about the collapse in international^negotiations,
it is essential to briefly xeyiew, at the outset, the background to the creation of
the United Nations Conference'on Trade and Development"(WICTAD). UNCTAD vas

established by General Assembly, resolution 1995<XIX) which; among other things,
endorsed the decision of the Economic and Social Council to convene a United
Nations Conference on Trade"an'd Development. The principal functions of UNCTAD

were eventually agreed to indlude the following :J7

(i) To promote international trade, especially with a view to accelerating
economic development, particularly trade between countries at different states of
development, between developing countries and between countries with different systems

of economic and social organization, taking into.account the functions performed by

existing international organizations? ;. .

■ (ii) .jTo formulate .principles and policies on international tra^de.and related

problems of economic development; . .

: (iii) To make proposals for putting the said principles and policies into

effect and to take such other steps within its competence as may be relevant to

this end, having regard to differences in economic systems and stages of development;

--i'v. (iv) Generally, to review and facilitate the co-ordination of activities
■of; other institutions within the United Nations system in the.'field of international
trade-and related problems of economic development, and in this regard to co-operate

wltti^ the General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council in respect to the

performance of their Charter responsibilities for co-ordination;

(v) To initiate action, where appropriate, in co-operation with the competent

organs of the United Nations for the negotiation and adoption of multilateral legal
instruments in the field of trades with due regard to the adequacy of existing organs

of negotiation and without duplication of their activities?

(vi) To be available as a centre for harmonizing the trade and related

development policies of Governments and regional economic groupings in pursuance

of Article 1 of the United Nations Charter; and

(vii) To deal with any other matters within the scope of its competence.

The first session of; UNCTAD was held in Geneva in 1964 and led to the

establishment of ^NCTAD'as a permanent organ of the United Nations General Assembly.

Subsequent- sessions.were held in New. iDe.lhi (19,68), Santiago (1972) ( Nairobi (1976),

Manila (1979) and in Belgrade 1983 which is the subject of this assessment.

-See, United Nations, T.ade and Development (Final Act and Report), Vol. 1,

1964, pp. 101-102.
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The above issues have been somewhat modified as time went by but the
fundamental principles have remained the same. A point that needs stressing

is that since the first session of UNCTAD in 1964, great concern has been , ■
expressed by developing countries that the objectives of UNCTAD.were not being
fully realized. 2? In fact, a review of the achievements seem to indicate that
progressively aTeach successive session, the developing, countries are Setting
less and less in terms of their development needs.. This is mainly because UNCTAD
sessions are no longer effective negatiating platform. Rather, attendance has
become a "ritual" by which every now :and then.the world meets to listen to fine
speeches without njh demonstrable will to resolve .the problems of g oba recovery
and development. There is also increasing "polarization" of interests.of the
various groups and this has made it difficult for the UNCTAD session to reach a
consensus or compromise on cany critical issues on trade, money finance and develop
ment especially those of serious concern"to developing countries. ±1 .

' It was in recognition of these factors and .against the. background of great

disappointment that the Assembly of Heads-of State, and G^"^lt.-°|,t^W^
tion of African Unity which met in Addis Ababa from 6 to 12 June 1983 decided that
the' Ministerial Follow-up Committee on Trade and Development should^ full
assessment of the results of the sixth session-of UNCTAD due to be held in Belgrade,
Yugoslavia in June 1983 and submit its report to the Twentieth Session of the
SuLit which was scheduled to be held in Conakry, Republic of Guinea m May 1984. 4/.

* This reoort has been prepared pursuant to the decision and ,for purposes of
clarity it is presented in five parts. Part I shows a consolidation of the views,
concerns and position of the African countries as outlined m: the Memorandum of
Libreville on Trade and Development. Part II examines the common stand of the
Group of 77 arid to what extent'African views were., reflected in ,the. Buenos Aires
Platform. Part III presents a critique of UNCTAD ,VI against ,the background of
the expectations of the Group of 77, while Part IV. summarizes the major achievements
and failures of UNCTAD VI. Finally, Part V attempts to suggest an African platform
for new international dialogue in light of the worsening African economic crisis.

-^he ori8inal seventy seven developing countries members of UNCTAD, listed
in Annex A and Annex C of General Assembly resolution 1995(XIX), constituted
themselves into,one group, for purposes, of negotiating with the-industrialized
countries, came to be known as. the "Group of 77". The developed marker economy

countries also constituted themselves into what is known as Group B while
the socialist countries of. Eastern Europe formed "Group D". China belongs to

none of these groups and negotiates as a "distinct entity.

-^See al-sb UMCTAD Report of the United-Nations,,Conference on Trade and
IVvMnnme.nt on'its SixtK Session, held at the Sava Center, Belgrade from. 6 June
to 2 July 1983 (Parts I, II arid III and Annexes, 29 September. 1983). . . , ,

-QkM resolution AHG/Res.ll6(XIX) of June 1983.
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- ■ ' PART I - LIBREVILLE MEL4QRANDUM ON TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT

(Africa and UNCTAD VI)

I. BACKGROUND TO THE LIBREVILLE MEMORANDUM

1. 'J By the time the preparations for', UNCTAD VI got: underway9 the A£ri<kdn countries

were already in the deep throesof an unprecedented economic crisis which was

' triggered by the oil crisis during the early part of the 1970s and Has continued

in,,m4k£itudes scope and intensity up to the present day.5/ In order to show the

gravity.of the issues., the crisis is briefly summed in the next-following

paragraphs. . . . : ■

2. Firstly, abject poverty is still widespread throughout Africa; fooci shortages

have r.eached a serious crisis proportion; hunger and malnutrition continue to,

1 sfp^n^-;energy of the people; average life expectancy is still as" low as,_46; .

morg' £han-t20 percent of the babies born die before they reach the age of'12: months;

in raostUqountries only about 26 per cent of the adult.can read and write; le^s,

than .^^per cent of the people have access to .safe or .potable water; the drought

has^s.pr^ad in recent years and.now affects, Lab.out 34 African countries; 'the '

industrial and agricultural development .is still too fragile to'support a 'self--

sustaining recovery programme; and 26 of the 36 least developed countries are

in. Africa. 6^/ . : ■

3. Secondlys African countries have been unable to provide'a'-satisfactory

solution to the commodity crisis facing them. Prices of the raajbr'primary commodities

which dropped to the lowest level since .world War II have not generally picked^up.

Consequentlys the export-earnings of the African countries continue to-be eroded

while the import bill,'especially of food,, is increasing. . -I,

4. . Thirdlyij development and expansion of Africa's external trade has been a

matter of "great concern to: African Governments especially in recent'years. Of.

particular concern Is' the incTceased "p1"01160^011!-611!" i-n industrialized countries

against manufactured and semimanufactured goods from developing countries?'

especially in Africa.;iThere1 is also the problem of introducing appropriate

structural adjustment programmes and the increase in competitiveness of African

goods and services in the world markets. These issues were considered during

UNCTAD. V in Manila, ancF'aithough the Conference recognized the economic inter- --

dependence of natidnssrid';f irrd'conimitment was, .evident; from the position of the .,

.industrialized nations" (bbth'VJest and Bast) that they were ready to increase their

imports from developing countries of manufactured and semi-manufactured goods.-.

, ,-r For' a full analysis of the crisis see-,ECA,and Africa'is-'Development 1983-2008;

A.Breliminary Perspective Study, Addis Ababa, April 1983.

6/
— There were 20 African LDCs during UNCTAD Vfiand 26..African LDCs during

UNCTAD VI. . ■'.-'■-
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There was instead an implicit stand that both the Group B and.Group D countries

were interested in the status quo by which the developing countries would continue

to import manufactured goods and services in exchange for the export of primary
commodities. In fact this common stand had also been prevelant during the previous
UNCTAD sessions, but was more explicit in the mutual aggrandizement postures of the
two groups vis-a-vis Group of 77.

5* Finally, the impact of the international, financial and monetary crisis is
most seriously felt in developing countries .especially in Africa. The flow of

official development assistance (ODA) to Africa has not improved during the past
four years. International Development Association (IDA) financing accounted for
only 10 per cent of ODA in recent years. The reductions in the expected IDA

replenishment will imply further hardships for most African countries who rely
heavily on IDA financing to sustain their growth rates. The external liabilities
of all developing countries grew from US$766 billion in 1982 to US$810 billion in
1983, and increase of US$44 billion. For African countries the external debt was
estimated at US$86.2 billion in 1982 while other .estimates put the debt at US$153
billion at the end of 1933. In addition, the world-wide recession in the;early
1980s resulted in a drastic fall in export earnings against the background'bf

inflation in. the industrialized countries whicly resulted in direct increase in
import, bills of.the African countries."'AV a.result, the balance of payments
deficits of. most African countries rose :to an all-time high level in 1980 and
continues to rise. This has forced "these countries to reduce considerably their
imports of essential goods including capital and'industrial goods required for
development. This, in turn, has tended to slow down their growth rates and hence
the capacity to repay foreign debts.

6. It was in recognition of the gravity of the crisis -that the African Heads
of State or Government of the Organization of,African Unity had directed, through
the Lagos Plan-of Action and Final Act, that measures should be taken in the field
of international trade and finance (a) to set up an international trade framework
based on new principles and rules covering inter.alia, structural adjustment;
preferential treatment<for developing countries; ..elimination of protectionism
which hamper the access ofimanufactures and semi-manufactures from developing to

developed countries; elimination of all forms of restrictive business practices;
complete restructuring and re-orientation of the policies and operations of

international monetary and financial institutions; and .increasing ;the effective
participation of African countries in international negotiations. 7A

7. ^ In, order to assist the African countries to fully assess the significance-
and impact of UNCTAD VI on their economies individually and collectively, the ;
Secretariats, of the Economic Commission for Africa and the Organization of African
Unity .under their respective mandates jointly provided advisory services and
technical backstopping to the African countries in the preparatory meetings preceding
and during UNCTAD VI itself. To this end, the Conference of African Ministers of

Trade Preparatory to UNCTAD VI was held in Libreville, Gabon during February 1983.
This^ was preceded by the Extra'-Ordinary Intergovernmental Expert. Group. Meeting. .. -
which considered technical papers prepared by the joint secretariat of ECA and OAU.

7/
- See OAU, The Lagos Plan of Action 1980-2000, Addis Ababa, 1980
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These meetings represented a serious effort on the part of the, African countries

to fully prepare themselves for UNCTAD VI negotiations. The common position

adopted by^the African region at Libreville is contained in the Libreville^-;

Memorandum on Trade and 'bevelODiiient" .wnicn eventually became the basis for negotia-

' tionwithin cnc oroup;urpW a^u a large part of it was incorporated in overall

■'position of the Group;bf 77 vis-a-vis other, groups in the UNCTAD VI negotiations.
.-: -> f .■',■■'■■, ■" ' '"

II. : .; MAJOR ISSUES RAISED IN THE LIBREVILLE MEMORANDUM

8. '•'. The "African countries had approached UNCTAD VI with unprecedented enthusiasm,

hopes and:expectations. £/ Consequently, ttie meeting's deliberations were thorough

and meticulous and all conceivable measures to promote a healthy international

trade and financial climate were examined and incorporated in the overall Afican

position. Essentially, the Afican position in respect of UNCTAD VI is briefly

summarized in the next several paragraphs. 9

.A. : ' WORLD ECONOMIC.SITUATION ',

■■'9. •'■-■'. :The African position called for the establishment of a new programme for

.world economic recovery and development taking into account the interdependent,

character of the present international economic relations. In particular, the

AfricanvGroup'called upon the,Group of 77 to consider a proposal that the Trade

and Development Board of UNCTAD should meet biemiually at ministerial level to

consider Xhe world trade, financial and monetary relations and to make proposals

4 for."the management of the world economy consistent with requirements for growth,

employment, and development objectives, especially those of developing countries.

3. ' COMMODITY ISSUES • '.''.'.

' 10. r Nearly all African countries depend on agricultural primary commodities,

minerals'and oil for a major portion of their export earnings.. For some of them

asfmuch as 97% of such earnings are generated from one or two commodities. 10/

The collapse in. world commodity prices in the early 1980s as a matter of great

■Concern. Consequently, the African countries expected UNCTAD VI to adopt specific

measures' which included -the following: (i) the implementation of the Integrated

Programme for Commodities1 and in particular the establishment of a programme for

co-operation in processing, marketing, transportation and distribution and the

need for establishing a complementary financing facility; and (ii) the stabiliza

tion and strengthening of commodity markets. The African countries therefore

called upon the Group of 77 to urge that (i) all developing countries, especially

the major commodity exporters', which had not yet done so9 as well as the developed

■countries , 'to'; sign or ratify the Common Fund for Commodities; (ii)-. all govern-

inents should reaffirm::their; commitment to support the Integrated Programme for .

8/ . . - --

.;.;. -. ;■ —.This t enthusiasm was demonstrated by the fact that as many as 37 countries

participated in the preparation of the Libreville Memorandum. -, ,,...,.

9/ . . v-r: ' ■ ■■■■"■'"
— For full details see Libreville Memorandum on Trade and Development

(Africa and UNCTAD VI)(Doc. No. E/ECA/OAU/TRADE/1) 2 March 1983.

10/ . ' , .
— See also United Nations, Department of Economic Affairs, Commodity Trade and

Development, (Document No. E/2519).
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^Commodities and that additional resources should be made available as grants, to

finance activities in this fields" (iii) that adequate facilities including ; /
.technical and financial resources should be made available to producing countries

to increase the processing and productive capacity.of.primary commodity industries

including mineral resources and energys (iv)compensatory financing facility :

should be created to ensure price stability and to cover shortfalls in export ,

earnings. To this end, the IMF Compensatory Financing' Facility should-.be enlarged

-. and liberalized to meet the real needs of the African countries, and (v) to
elaborate international policy measures for increasing the production, employment,

consumption and trade in agriculture'In order to enhance the export interests:of

. the developing countries. . , . :-

C. INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN GOODS AND SERVICES - :

11. The Lagos Plan of Action, recognizing the interdependence,,of the world in

the field of trade in goods and services, called for measures to be taken "to

set up a new trading framework at international level including agreement on new

trading principles covering, inter alia, structural adjustment, preferential

treatment for developing countries and the elimination- of protectionist measures"
.which hampered the access of manufactures and semi-manufactures from developing

countries into the markets of the industrialized nation.11_/ In the light of this,
,rthe Libreville Memorandum proposed a set of measures to be presented by the Group

-.of 77 to UNCTAD IV aimed at increasing the trade opportunities of developing
countries. Such measures included-the following: that. UNCTAD should draw up

a work programme aimed at the'elimination of protectionism by. developed countries

and increasing the capacity for structural adjustment in developing countries.

To this end? it proposed that no protectionist action should be taken against

developing countries; that, measures should be taken to assist developing countries

to establish export financing and export insurance schemes for their exports; that

the export bass of developing countries should be diversified 'through strengthening

the financial, ccnanr.rciEil and other infrastructures; that priorities should be

identified and established for strengthening the service capacities including'

service, industries in f.ho developing countries; and th&jt a review should 'be uhder-

, -taken of the rules, principles, policies and practices applied in international

trade relations with a view to evolving a more universal system.

D. FINANCIAL AND MONETARY ISSUES ' '

12. In the field of money and finance, the Libreville ^Memorandum expressed \

concerts that the r-oveh of' African economies had Wt^lty -grounded to ,''

a halt; growth output was below that of population; per capita incomes continued

to fall; and unemployment was increasing at an alarming rate. . At international

^Fo'r c full analysis of theW issues see9 UNCTAD, Trade and Peye1pome,nt
Report, 1983, (Document No. UNCTAD/TAR/3/Rev,l). >
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level, export earnings were generally lower than payments on imports and the
current account deficit was increasing; the external'indebtedness-had risen, to

.. an.unpreeedent high; and the net flow of capital'to Africa had dwindled and in

some cases there was even a net out flow, 12/

13. The Group of 77 was therefore called upon to agree on a series of policy
measures to reform the international monetary system, and to increase resource

flows to developing countries. In particular, the Libreville memorandum proposed
\ - -the following measures (i) there should be a substantial increase in the liquid ;,,■

reserves "of.developing countries through an increase m ODA and other official
financial^lows; To this end, all developed countries which had not yet done so,

--wereurged;t6 increase their assistance to the level of 0.7% of target agreed^ ,
-. earlier; ;(ii)' there should* be a major debt restructuring exercise including the

'conversibnlof all loans to grarits in the case of the least developed countries;
(iii1) 'the policies of the IMF should be reviewed especially with respect to. its

* ^-condiiioW^tyto^ reflect the'social and economic realities in the developing

^ountries-v Tdthis end,-Special Drawing Rights (SDR) allocations should be-^
linked with" development financing through a new-low-conditional facility Jroextend

- medium-tem, financing to^such countries. At the same time, the Fund quota should
be increased to meet tfre new development requirements.

14. ■*"" in'^he case of -the World Bank, the African countries called for an
acceleratiori:.6f-its five-year lending programme of US$60 billion-to be disbursed
over four years:; ^that-'the -conditions for Structural Adjustment Lending (SAL) should

be adapted to the real needs, o'f developing countries; and that the Seventh. -.>■ -■
' ^Replenishment of IDA should be substantial in real terms and its operations should

commence in early 1984.

E. THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF ACTION FOR THE LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

(SNPA)

15 ^ The-African countries had expressed a genuine and serious concern that
more than two-thirds of the world's least developed countries (LDCs) are found
in ;tnis region. .A significant number of these-.countries had already taken

measures to implement the SNPA. However, commitments.on increased flows to these

countries had been very disappointing and a number of-developed countries, liad
refused to commit themselves to the SNPA. The■Libreville Memorandum^ therefore
called upon the Group of 77 (i) to press that'developed, countries should promptly

and fully implement the resolution 165(S-IX) of thV Trade and' •pev*tt*ptehr Board^
"calling for the conversion of all outstanding debtf;and loans to the;.l;easr developed
countries into grants; (ii) measures shoMd^be taken for the' relief; of - private _

debts; (iii) donor countries should increase their allocation to the UNDP~special
Measures Fund for the LDCs, and the United Nations Capital Development Fund for

the SNPA; (iv) developed countries should implement measures to enhance the
exports of LDCs including the improvement of the Generalized System of Preferences

. -12-;/For a full detail of thise, issues see also UNCTAD^ International Financial
and Monetary issues (Policy Paper) (Document No. TD/27) 26 January 1983.
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for their exports as well as the elimination on non-tariff measures; and (V) the

IMF Compensatory Financing Facility should be enlarged and liberalized taking into

account the special problems of export earnings of the LDCs.

F. TECHNOLOGY

16. The Libreville Memorandum was concerned with the high level of technological

dependence and"technological captivity" of African countries vis-a-vis the

industrialized nations, and the need for developing a global strategy for the

developments transfers acquisition and utilization of technology for development. 13/

It accordingly, recommended that (i) negotiations on the Code of conduct for the

transfer, of technology should be concluded without further delay; (ii) there is

need for a new system, of economic, commercial and development aspect of the

industrial property.and, that"the Paris Convention on the Protection.of Industrial

Property should be revised to remove monopolies and undue restrictive practices

in the transfer of technology; (iii) there should be a common approach, to laws

and regulations on the transfer of technology to avoid abusive practices and unfair

terms and conditions under which technology is acquired,,by developing countries;

(iv) measures should be adopted to regulate the "reverse transfer" of technology from

developing countries; and (v) the technical, and operational assistance provided by

the Advisory Group on the Transfer of Technology should be expanded to assist

developing countries in the formulation and. implementation of policies, laws,

regulations9 procedures and machinery for the transfer of technology and to increase

the capacity of developing countries develop their own technological research, data

base and information systems.

G. LAND-LOCKED AHD ISLAND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

17. The problems encountered by the landlocked and island developing countries

in implementing effective economic growth programmes are indeed enormous. 14 I In

particulars these countries experience serious constraints in developing their

physical infrastructure to support external trade. Accordingly, the Libreville

Memorandum recommended inter alia the following measures: (i) that there should be

an integrated planning approach transport9: communications, industry and trade to

link the land locked and island nations with their transit, neighbours; specific

action should be taken in the development of road, rail, air, and sea transportation

and communications facilities; (iii) provision of all-weather through-road transport

routes linking the main commercial centres of the land locked countries with sea

-ports; (iv) assistance should be provided to these countries in the harmonization

of trade documentation and procedures, and their effective participation in sub-

regional and regional co-operation programmes.

— See also, UNCTAD, A strategy for the Technological Transformation of Developing

Countries, (Document,.No. TD/B/C.6/90); UNCTAD, Handbook on the acquisition of

technology by developing countries; and UNCTAD9 Draft International Code of Conduct

on the Transfer of Technology (TD/CODE/TOT/25). ,

— See also UNCTAD resolutions 98(IV) and lll(V) and General Assembly resolutions

35/61 and 37/206 on this issue.
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H. TRADE RELATIONS AMONG COUNTRIES HAVING DIFFERENT ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL

SYSTEMS . , ..... .,

■ ■■■'■': -'O ■■!■ - ■-■ ■'■■■■■ ■ ■ v; . ■ i . :.}.•■.: .■ '■;■;:; . -j •) -.,-, .■.- i.ioi; _'■

18. -The African countries recognized the, importance, of d-^ersfying rtheir, trade

ahdi economic channelS'-lii:addi<eiLon^tOf:the need for strengthening existing, traditional

i'inks."' In particular^ they expressed concern that despite .serious efforts irv

previous years, in general,; no-significant expansion-had taken place in;their :

trade with socialist countries of Eastern Europe. Consequently,, the Libreville

Memorandum called upon these countries (i) to increase their imports from develop

ing countries including manufactures and semi-manufactures especially through-the

GSP; (ii) to increase the share of convertible currencies in their total resources

,to.,dejyeloping .countries; (iii)irto adopt appropriate measures for guaranteeing

fair and remunerative prices", fp.r goods from developing countries and to allow, such

countries,to repay state loans through the export of manufactures; and (iv) to give

their commitment.to attain the target of 0.7. per .cent of their Cross National

Product (GNP) as agreed in earlier sessions of UNdfAp.

I. , ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING'COUNTRIES (ECDC)

19. The attainment of collective self-reliance through economic co-operation

.is .the main raison d'etre, of the ..Lagos Plan of Action. 15/ The Libreville Memoran

dum reiterated the priorities, set-out in resolution"; 127 (V) adopted at the fifth

session of UNCTAD which included the establishment of a global system of trade

preferences (GSTP) among developing countries; encouraging co-operation among State

Trading Organization (STOs) of developing countries; and the establishment of

Multinational Marketing Enterprises (MMEs) among developing countries. It requested

UNCTAD to intensify its activities in these areas to promo te and strengthen

subregionalsregional and inter-regional economic integration and co-operation; and

monetary and financial co-operation among developing countries. It also called

for co-operation in technology9 insurance, shippings transport and transit facilities

of developing land-locked and island countries.

J. ASSISTANCE TO LIBERATION MOVEMENTS RECOGNIZED BY REGIONAL INTERGOVERNMENTAL

ORGANIZATIONS

20. The African group attached great importance to UNCTAD activities relating ^
to assistance to liberation movements. The Libreville Memorandum took note of the

two studies prepared by UNCTAD on the review of economic-rGond-itioBS. of the Palestinian

- . ■ ■ ■:■<-.'..■ - .-■-r-..':.3^~ -." ( ■■•:' f:ie

—See also the Monrovia Declaration of Commitment of Heads of State and

Government of OAU on the Guidelines and Measures for National and Collective self-

reliance 'in economic.^and social development fot iTne estapusnment of a new lnter-

national economic order; The Arusha Programme for Collective self-Reliarice.and

Framework for Negotiations (Document No. TD/236) of 23 February 1979; General

Assembly resolution 33/195 of 29 January 1979 on Economic Co-operation among

Developing Countries; and the "Caracas Programme of Action adopted by the High

Level Conference on Economic Co-operation Among Developing Countries9 Caracas,

May 1981."
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people in the occupied Arab territories and on the economic situation in Namibia

and South.Africa under minority rule. It called for a more comprehensive and

indepth sectoral survey of the economic conditions of the Palestinian people who
are still under foreign rule and that of the Namibian people resulting from the

illegal occupation of Namibia by the racist regime of South-Africa. Such studies

should be on the same lines as the study made for Zimbabwe by UNCTAD. 16/

'K. INSTITUTIONAL MATTERS

.21. The Libreville Memorandum expressed the need for a comprehensive organiza

tion to deal in an integrated manner., with problems of international trade,
development and related matters, and that the existing institutions were not

capable of effectively ful'ftill ing that function. It recommended that the Trade

and Development Board of UNCTAD should conduct an indepth study of ways^and means

of creating such a comprehensive institution. In the meantime, UNCTAD should

implement previous decisions in this, field. To this end, it should be granted

"operational flexibility" on budgetary, financial and administrative matters;
authority should be delegated to the Secretary General of UNCTAD or the Trade

and Development Board onv&udgetaryrand operational matters; and that UNCTAD

should extend its scope^of contacts^and consultations vith regional economic

commission and relevant intergovernmental organizations to ensure co-ordination

called for in resolution 45(VII) of. the Trade and Development Board.

— See UNCTAD, Zimbabwe: -Towards a New.Order -:An Economic and Social ,
Survey, 1980, ' " r : ~ ' " -.-.■■ • !
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PART II - THE BUENOS AIRES PLATFORM

>■ (DDCument of the Fifth Ministerial Meeting.of the Group of 77)

I. GENERAL BACKGROUND ■.>-_■>■■■;.

22. '^the developing countries members of the Group of 77 have evolved a
tradition of consolidating their views into a common position in UNCTAD
sessions. During UNCTAD I individual countries or group of countries *

?he developing nations presented papers indicating their V™^O™°*
The ECA secretariat also submitted two papers on "The *^™
trade exchanges amongst the low-income countries" (Document No ;_
on "Approaches to African economic integration towards co-operation in economic,

planning and an African Common Market" (Document No. PC/30)* Likewise^ the..
secretariats of-the other regional Economic Cpinmissions submitted papers on.,-

behalf of their respective region,- The first; real attempt towards a consolidated
position was made during the preparations for, UNCTAD II. The African Group : ■_
met first in Algeria at ministerial level and was followed by the first ....

ministerial meeting of the Group of 77, 17/
..■■■>. ■

23. The Buenos Aires Platform was the outcome of tough bargaining, negotiations
£id compromises of the~different and sometimes conflicting interests wftjun ;,
the. Group of 77= The -'Memorandum of U'breviUe.pn Trade and Development" was . ,

a' deliberate and concerted effort on' the part of the African region to fully
prepare-fovr-tJNCTAD. VI. negotiations. It'represented a package of common., ■.,.,,,

African^ decisions on all major issues on ;th"e ■ agenda of UNCTAD VI.. The ... =.. .

U decisions,and declaration by the "African -Group ;-were subsequently compared ;
with those :of the Asian and Latin American, regional groups that make up-the. -. v
Group* of 77- 18/ These were considered by the Fifth.Ministerial Meeting ,erf !P.; y..

the Group' of. 77- in Buenos Aires during April -198-3. v The results of deliberations
at-1 the Buenos Aires meeting were harmonized dnto the BuenoE. Aires Platform,, - :;
whose preamble stressed the need for a dialogue in the various groups towards,.

achieving a consensus., It also consisted of draft resolutions and decisions.. ;
agreed by the developing nations on all substantive issues pertaining to the

UNCTAD VI agendao ' ;

IIoVPRINCIPAL FEATURES OF THE BUENOS AIRES PLATFORM ,•, ...

'^4;'" Since the majority of the decisions and proposals of the African Group ,-. ,

were.::incorporated in the Buenos Aires Platform, this part of the report will
therefore concentrate on issues or points of difference reflected in it. which
wereVnbt covered by the Libreville Memorandum !£/

17/ See "African Declaration of Algiers" (doc. MM077/l/Misce9 of 15
October 1967)= This G-77 meeting of 1967 adopted the Algiers Charter-

rrM/ The Latin American Group presented the ."Declaration of Cartegena"; y

Asian Group presented the "The Bagdad -Declaration and Programme of Action" .';;

while the African Group presented the "Libreville Memorandum on Trade and

Development1' o

19/ See also the "Bagdad Declaration and Programme of Action" and the

"Final Report of the Latin American Coordination Meeting at Ministerial Level

Prior to UNCTAD VI".
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A. WORLD ECONOMIC SITUATION

25. The Buenos Aires Platform, which was a "message for.dialogue and;
consensus" endorsed the position of the African Group concerning the world
economic situation. In particular, there was unanimous agreement that UNCTAD VI
should be asked to agree on convening once in every two years the Trade and
Development Board at ministerial level (see paragraph 9). It further requested
the Secretary-fea-sl of TJECTAD to submit to that Conference a report of the
latest developments in the world economic situation and economic relations and
another report on the implementation of the decisions adopted at UNCTAD VI. .

B. COMMODITY ISSUES : . . .,.' -■;;.'

26. The Group of 77 had no difficulties' in adopting.the African position on
the various" issues related to commodities. It therefore strengthened the
overall stand by proposing resolutions on the Common Fund for Commodities; the
Implementation of the Integrated Programme for Commodities in the Area of
Processing, Marketing, Transportation and Distribution; Compensatory Financing
of'Shortfalls in Export Earnings; arid Implementation of the Integrated

Programme of Stabilization and Strengthening of Commodity Markets. ,

C. ISSUES IN THE AREA OF INTERNATIONAL TRACE IN GOODS AND SERVICES

27- Basically, all issues raised in'the Libreville 'Memorandum were■incorporated

in the.common position of the Group ;bf/TA^ In addition, there was concern
about the possibility of disrupture'of the'trade .flows of developing countries

while procedures were being laid down. ' Therefore, a draft resolution on this
subject called on developed countriJes to (i) .suspend on-going negotiations

in the cases of alleged subsidies or durnping; and (ii) to suspend the application
of countervailing and anti-aumping'duties and.other measures of statutory or

procedural nature against ihe! exports of developing countries. The Buenos Aires

Platform did not incorporate the suggestion..of the African Group that the
Conference should adopt a definite Kcrk prograiraie for. the elimination of
protectionism and all obstacles to trade. However, the coi^romise resolutions
adequately catered for the vie--;.? of the. African Group in this matter*

28 Another improvement in ths Buenos Aires Platform related to the. adoption
of a draft resolution on proving the Generalized System of Preferences and
called upon UHBP to continue to suppori; the. UNO?/UNCTAD technical assistance .

programmes in order to permit developing countries to benefit fully from the
GSP Schemes. A study programme was also recommended to review laws, regulations
and procedures of the preference-giving'countries.which affect the.exports of
developing countries. In tlie .area of'"services, the Buenos.:Aires Platform ;_
called ujDon UNCTAD'to institute "technical..assistance programmes for developing

countries taking into account the special'problems of the least developed

countries•

D. FINANCIAL AND MONETARY ISSUES : ■■ ■;!-./ / /; " . " "" ' "■■ ;

29- The crisie: in the world financial and monetary system attrated a great.
deal of animated debdieV'7 There was a/unanimous view that this had: been
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aggravated by the policies of industrialized nations which affectedthe

developing countries in various ways including a drop' in export earnings; an
unprecedented increase^in debt service payments; contraction in private

lending to developing countries; and the lack of increase in official
development assistance (ODA).

30. The Buenos Aires Platform made a number of proposals which constituted
a definite improvement on the African position. For instance, it proposed

(i) an allocation of Special Drawing Rights (SDRs) of not less than 15 billion
annually; (ii) an additional allocation of SDRs to allow developing countries
to meet requirements for increasing quotas■under the Eighth General Review of
Quotas 5t;(iii) the creation of a Trust Fund financed from additional'sales of
IMF's'r26ld holdings and from interests received from SDR holdings by developed
countriesin order to make conceWsional^<ioans to eligible countries; (iv)/:tHe
strengtnCT.ing of■' the surveillance; Mechanism over the exchange' rate and related
fiscal,J monetary' and trade p&licies. of developed countries lto bring abouiT
greater effici-ehcy arid symeirry to the adjusirment process j (v) to strehgtlieh
the resource of r^egiotiar afeyelopmentbah& through real increases ;irt' capital
flows so as to enable" thW'£6"^

needs of developing countries; and (vi) to raise the WorldBanks's^nare of
programme loans to at least 25 p$r cent of its total lending. These measures,

including a large part of the proposals of the Libreville Memorandum'Kore1
translated in concrete resolutions for presentation at the Belgrade Conference.

E. PROGRESS IN'THE IMPI£MENT^fbN; OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME'OF'
■ ■ ACTION FOR THE LEAST BEvEIJOP^D' COUNTRIES *!" ' "

31. ; The majority of the least' developed countries of the World are found in
Africa and'therefore the imp'l^nfentation of the Substantial New Programme of
Action (SNPA) for the least developed countries was of special interest to the
African Group withiri the Group of 77. 20/ The 'Buenos Aires Platform recognized
this and accepted all the recommendations made in the Libreville Memorandum {
which were translated into an exhaustive resolution.

F, 'TECHNOLOGY

32. The Buenos Aires Platform recognized the urgent need to formulate and
adopt international measures that would lead to the.technical transformation
of ths developing countries. It further asserted that a thorough review of
technology advancement should be made to ensure that the developing countries

obtain maximum benefits from modern scientific-and technological advances,
A resolution was therefore adopted which incorporated the African position

in the restructuring of the legal environment including the adoption of an
international code of conduct on thi'transfer of technology; the ccahdmii;,-■
commercial and development aspects of the industry property system; the '
national laws and regulations on the transfer, acquisition and development of
technology; development aspects of the reverse transfer of technology and

$ a global analysis of issues concerning LDCs, see UNCTAD, The Least
Developed Countries and Action in their Favour by the International Community
(Doc. No. A/C0NF.104/2/Rev.l), 1983. = —**
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technical assistance to developing countries, relating to technology. It also
incorporatedtherecoiTunendations'd^the.Ubreville Memorandum on the new

initiatives required for the 1980s;in the field of technology development

and co-operation. r lj ' ;

G. SHIPPING ■ ,.

33= The Group of 77 fully endorsed the position of the;African Group that

maritime transport is one essential infrastructure for the 'support of'
harmonious development programmes-'.' 'It - also noted with concern that the world
shipping industry-was undergoing-;;a crisis which adversely affected the

developing nations. Furthermore,; !the controls and.monopoly powers exercised
by,the transnational corporations in -the areas including bulk and refrigerated

cargoes, and the structure 6f shipping negotiations forced some developing

"countries to resort to unilateral^measures to,protect their sovereign interest.

A comprehensive resolution was therefore adopted for.presentation to UNCTAD VI

.which included a call,on the ;Secretary-General of IMCTAD to,prepare a

comprehensive report on the implementation of the United Nations, Convention

on a Code-of Conduct on Liner Conference and to submit such report to the

UNCTAD Committee on Shipping. ■■ •) '

H. lAND-LOCKED AND "ISLAND DEVEIXFING COUNTRIES / ,
,■-■;■ i1 ■ ■ '■ ' ' '

34o The Group of 77 reiterated the position of'the African Group on the need
for specific action to be taken for assisting the landlocked and island
developing countries to realizeitheir .development objectives and priorities.

To this end, a resolution was adopted expressing its deep concern about the
. grave economic situation of this> group of countries and agreeing that special
measures should be instituted rat international level to deal with transit

.problems of the land-locked countries. Furthermore,' the difficult problems

'.of thedsland nations were, noted with cbncern especially relating to their
smallnessi remoteness?' constraints in .transport, and communicationsj great

distances from market centres;-very limited' domestic markets! lack of natural
resources; shortage of technical and managerial skills? and heavy dependence

on very few commodities for the Gross Domestic Product and exports. It called
upon the Secretary-General of UNCTAD to undertake a series of co-ordinated

and inter-related measures to assist these countries to, achieve structural
.^adjustments and.re-organization of their;economies to.attain a self-sustained

economic growth* >'■'- - : V- ■■■■'■: *■>: ' ■ ] .

I.--: iTRAIE RELATIONS.AMONG COUNTRIES^HAVING DIFFERENT ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL

:" systems . ■■ ,/• ■ :;"- i-;"'": ;" ■ '""" ..7. .

35. The Buenos A^res Platform, fully incorporated the position of the African

Group concerning;trade relations' between countries-haying different economic

;■ and;social systems.^ A resolution was adopted calling upon'the socialist'
countries of Eastern Europe to contribute fully and more, positively to the ;,

efforts of developing countries to diversify and intensify their trade,

including the improvement of their GJ3> taking into account its basic objectives,
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J.
ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AMONG EEVELCPING COUNTRIES

The Group of 77 also recognized that self-reliance within the context '
The Group // among^eveloping countries (*r^ was an important

major oroposals not included in the Buenos Aires Platform vere. (i) th
for establishing subregional, regional and interregional clearing and
payments; (ii) intensification of co-operation in food security «*
coloperakon; (iii) intensification of ECDC activxtxes xn the ^^f

and transfer of technology; insurance and r^"™'/™0™^ and
problems of land-locked and island countries; (xv rapxd development and
co-operation in trade information systems; and (v) co-operatlon ™ * Lfrica
of energy. Some countries of the Group of 77, especially from Latxn Amerxca
placed great importance on the establishment of the "Bank for Developing

Countries". ,

K. ASSISTANCE TO LIBERATION MOVEMENTS RECOGNIZED BY REGIONAL
INTERGOVERNMENTAL ORGANIZATIONS

37O. With regard to assistance to liberation movements recognized by regional
^ergoverLLtal organizations, the Buenos Aires Platform fully ^KSaf
the position of the African Group especially concerning the s^%£f^e
to the Palestinian people in the Arab occupied temtorxes and forW
of Namibia and South Africa. In addition, the Group requested the Secretary
General to set up a special economic unit to monitor and investigate the

policies of the Israel occupation authorities and to report ^a^*^^
Trade and Development Board on the implementation of UNCTAD resolution 109 (V

of 1 June 1970.

L. INSTITUTIONAL MATTERS

38. A position paper was submitted by the Group of 77 to UNCTAD VI on
Institutional makers which essentially reproduced the Libreville Memorandum.
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PART III - AN ANALYSIS OP THE MAIN RESULTS OF UNCTAD VI

39. Parts I and II of this report were devoted to reviewing the preparations

for UNCTAD VI and the respective African position contained in the Libreville

Memorandum and that of the Group of 7.7 as contained in the Buenos Aires Platform

which was also supported by Chinaj^rhis portion examines what ."actually took..!'
place at UNCTAD IV in Belgrade with a view to assessing what'gains (if. any)

were obtained by the Group of 77 vis-a-vis the other group, interests represented

at the Conference. This analysis is not in any way exhaustive or comprehensive

but serves as an indicated to the magnitude of the problems encountered' by the.

Group of 77 in their attempt to influence the working of the.^international

economic system, ■■ "> ....,"■ ■ . " -.'-.'

A. WORLD ECONOMIC SITUATION' ; -"-■.. ■'■'''

40. An area where there was global consensus'-related to:. the* world economic.. '

situation and the issues, measures and policies relevant to the attainment.of

the New International Economic Order, There was a general recognition that ;

the world economy was .currently in the deepest crisis since the Great Depres

sion of the 1930s, and that the economies of the developing countries had been

severely disrupted, The price of major commodities had collapsed, interest

rates in,industrialized countries were increasing at an unprecedented rate,

the'prices of manufacture., imports in developing countries had increased largely

due to inflationary policies of the industrialized countries and there was in- ;

creased "protectionism" against goods .from the non-industrialized nations. :

These"problems required a global approach since no single group of countries

could resolve, them'without an adequate international negotiation or consulta

tive'mechanism. ■" '■"'-- :,:. • ■ . :,i- ,.. r.. ...

'■■''.")■' ■ ' ,

41. The adoption of global policy issues in inter-related fields in order to

accelerate the world necessary through fundamental restructuring of the world

economy was the basic theme in the discussions under this topic. The Group

of 77 in this regard made a specific proposal for convening an international

conference on money and finance fpr; 'development to*be open to. participation of

all members of the United Nations.'"The conference'sI'-Uhable to take a decision
on this proposal,

42. one proposal accepted by the Qonference was that the Trade and Deve

lopment Board should meet regularly at Ministerial Level once in two years to

hold consultations on commodities, trade, money and finance; to review the

principles, rules and practices governing international economic relations,

their impact on the economies of developing countries, especially the least

developed countries and that such a meeting should be held during the second

half of 1984* The Group B countries were only lukewarm to the proposal and

suggested therefore that these proposals be considered by the Trade and

Development Board. Other issues dealt with matters in the area of protectionism,

high interest rates, liquidity shortages and a need for effective and comprehen

sive international economic co-operation* No general consensus emerged from the

conference on the resolution of these issues.

21/ On the basis of her request, China was allowed to attend the Buenos

Aires Meeting of Group 77 as an observer.
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B. COMMODITY ISSUES

; and development; and

imports'from developed countries.

areas relating to the following matters remamed unresolved. ■

'■••(i) the question of financing national projects and investments in
-■■■ the Seld of conunodities through the second account. Develops

T - countries, view point was that the. Second Account of the Common ,
ZZ ld' l b used to finance national
countries view point was

- ' ZZ for Comities should' also be used to finance i
projects and investments in commodity related areas Both the
market economy countries of the West (Group B) and Group P

■ Ejected the developing countries' request. ^« "^^r
Eluded., inter alia, that provisions under Sect f^

" 18 of the. Common Fund agreement Section C would cater for the
- interest of developing countries. A weak compromise which was

Proposed was not an improvement on Article 18 Section C of the
Common "Fund Agreement and it avoided any commitment to the
financing of commodity related development pro3ectsi

(ii) the developed countries objected to the Group of 77-s request
-that UNCTM) Secretary-General should find ways and means of

' ■■■ assisting the "least developed countries and other developing ,.
■^S which are unable to pay their capital subscriptions

considered by developing countries as rather satisfactory

For example, up to June 1983, only 22
mcounties

Leone
', Tunisia, Uganda, Conoroon, United Republic of Tanzania and
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Agreement while the majority of Group B countries had all signed and ratified,

except the USA. Curiously, none of Group D countries had by then signed or

ratified the Common Fund Agreement and tended to justify their actions as

conditional upon the signature and ratification of one country in Group B -

the USA.

46. The Group of 77's proposal on the implementation of IPC in the fields

of processing, marketing, transportation and distribution on which developing

countries attached greatest importance in the commodity sector raised.con

siderable opposition. Group B countries presented counter-proposals as late

as 22 June 1983, which were fundamentally different from those of the Group

of 77 as contained in the Buenos Aires Platform. In essence, developing

countries1 demands included increasing their participation in the processing,

marketing, distribution and transportation of their commodities. This was

seen by developed countries as encroachment into their monopoly which had to

be resisted. Closely tied to this was the proposal by developing countries

which called on transnational corporations (TNCs) to abstain from all business

practices and other restrictive activities which inhibit developing countries'

participation in the processing, marketing and distribution of their commodities.

On the contrary, developed countries held the view that TNCs were a positive

element that facilitated such participation.

47. Another important proposal of the Group of 77 stressed the need to include

compensatory financing in the area of commodities. Despite the fact that the

industrialized countries of the North had had ample time to prepare themselves

in Paris and Geneva, yet they had shown no indication that they were ready to

enter into meaningful discussion.

48. On the question of a negotiating confere::.ae on a framework for inter

national co-operation in the processing, marketing, distribution and trans

portation, the developing countries had proposed that such a conference

should be convened not later than I9d4. Developed countries objected tb this

proposal by .using delaying tactics, including referring the discussions of the

issue to the Committee on Commodities and to the Trade and Development Board.

It is unfortunate that the Conference accepted this without setting a specific

time frame for 'bringing back the issue to future "Conference of UNCTAD. The

final resolution was a watered-down version which fell far short of what

developing countries had asked for.

49. The central issue in.the area of stabilization and strengthening of com

modity markets under IPC was to give some renewed impetus to the concept of

stabilization measures for commodities through international agreements or

arrangements in line with Conference Resolution 93(IV) and 124(V) which were

adopted in Nairobi and Manila respectively. In other words, to renew further

the,international community's commitment to Resolution 93(IV). Developing

countries, ,were particularly worried about the dramatic collapse of commodity
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prices during 1981 and 1982 and, therefore, asked for the establishment of

multidimensional commodity agreements which would contain provisions both on

price stabilization and development measures. .

50. In this connexion, 'Group B argued that the list of 18 commodities

under*the IPC was just an. indicative list; developing countries need not, ,

■insist on increasing' the number of commodities to be covered under. ;the.. :EPC .,.,

'as coverage is open-ended. In fact, a number of African countries had ;un-, ....

'successfully pressurized for the inclusion of hides> skins and leather in:...._

the' IPC list; and work in this, regard had started much earlier in the .^CTAD

and' FAO forum. . ■ _ ■ ■■ ■-..-,/ .;-.-.'<•

51. "a further important element in the Group p'f 77's proposals in the.area,,

of market stabilization was a call for immediate action to be taken by inter

ested countries to negotiate provisional or temporary arrangements on com

modities of particular interest tp; developing, countries in order to.-avaoid _.

further deterioration of their prices. In this connexion, the Latin American

Group1 was-'particularly interested, in reaching an agreement to negotiate a new

International Wheat Agreement. On the, question of national stockpiles,^the

Group of 7-7?-ihaa:. proposed that the Committee on Commodities .within U^CTAD/

should adopt guidelines or a code of- conduct governing the operations of -, ^

national stockpiles, which interrupts international markets. ..'; ., . ...

52. Group B Countries were, reluctant to accept the above proposals

comprised concrete measures aimed at the stabilization of commodity markets.

They argued that commodity prices.,had begun toj.show an upturn in recent years.

Stabilization measures which had financial' implications were rejected by the
developed countries. ..They also resisted the proposal on the establishment.of

temporary agreements covering..commodities. In,fact, what was finally agreed

was to refer'this matter to the Committee on Commodities to examine, inter ..,

alia, objectives, sources of finance, economic viability and legal aspects,,

of such'agreements. Thus, what.would seem, to have.been agreed upon even. . ^

without giving any time-frame, was that all 18 commodities under the,in- : ,

dicative list of the IPC be covered, by some form of. an international.agree-,

merit, arrangement. pr instrument. It was. also agreed that countries which.

have not yet joined or participated fully in existing commodity agreements.,

should do so. . ' = . . . ;.-, .,

53. ' The Draft Resolution on.Compensatory Financing for Export Earning. ^ _ .

shortfalls proposed by the Group of-.77 was at first rejected by.Group b .

countries on the. ground that UNCTAD-was not ah' appropriate .forurii in which t

to discuss such matters. " They argued that the'- 1-MF would be a more appropriate

forum. Etowever, the following issues were eventually discussed: -

(i) the expansion and liberalization of existing facilities of

the IMF, especially regarding liberal conditions;

(ii) the provision of STABEX-type facilities to all LDCs in

accordance with the Paris Conference on LDCs;
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(iii) the establishment of a new complementary financing facility

for commodity-related shortfalls in export earnings of

developing countries.

54. These issues did not seem to be very controversial. In this connexion,

the IMF was urged to complete the review by its Executive Board on the Fund's

Compensatory Financing- Facility, and to consider the establishment of special

arrangements for the benefit of LDCs. The Conference also agreed to set up

an expert group on compensatory financing of shortfall on earnings and that

its work should be completed by not later than 30 September 1984, and that

the report of the expert group would be submitted to a special session of

the Trade and Development Board not later than 31 December 1984.

C. ISSUES IN THE. AREA OF INTERNATIONAL TRADE IN GOODS AND SERVICES

55. The issues in the area of international goods in goods and services

comprised a list of proposals by the Group of 77 on "protectionism and

structural adjustment; examination of the impact of the principles, policies

and practices in international trade relations taking into account recent

developments, including those in other international forums; policies to :

expand trade and promote development, particularly that of the developing

countries". These are briefly reviewed in the next few paragraphs.

. (a) Protectionism and structural adjustment

56. In the area of international trade in goods and services, the develop- ,.

ing countries' main concern was the adverse effects of protectionism on ,■■■

their exports to industrialized countries. In this connexion,.'the Group ,; .-.-■

of 77 called on the developed countries to avoid making retrogressive

demands,such as for the first time requiring reciprocity in trade con

cessions by the'developing-countries, contrary to the Tokyo Declaration of

1973, as well as insisting on the "graduation" principle. The,Group of 77

demanded the implementation of UNCTAD IV and V.decision on standstill roll1-,

backhand structural adjustment,in addition to making these decisions time-

bound in their implementation.

57. With regard to structural adjustment programmes, the Group of 77 had

called on developed countries to commit themselves to-a sectoral approach

to structural adjustment particularly in those areas where developing

countries have a clear comparative advantage. >.



58. With regard ' to  the internat ional  trading system, the main concern of 
developing countries was to re vie:^ the exis t ing trading system, i t s  r u l e s  
and pr inciples  with a view t o  making themmore effect ive,  universal i n  
character and to meet the prevail ing coriditions i n  developing countries. 
While there  was no major objection t o  this'  proposal, devdoped countries 
did not f u l l y  appreciate'  t h e  concerns of the  Group of 77. They argued, 
instead t h a t  GATT was the appropriate forum t o  handle these issues.  The 

developing countries did  not 'accept t h i s  view bccause they firmly believed 
t h a t  UNCTAD,being more universal than GATT,was the appropriate platform. 
Therefore, instead of discussing substantive issues ,  the debate was de- . r a i l ed  t o  di&uss t he  ro l e  of UNCTAD versus GATT i n  these matters. The 
developing. counrsies, nevertheless, stressed the increasing importance of 
international. , trade i n  services and therefore cal led f o r  s tudies  i n  t h i s  
f i e l d  t o  be handled Sy UNCTAD. 

59. The divergence of opinions between various groups emerged during the 
negotiations on the proposal of thc  Group of 77, par t icu la r ly  i n  the follow- 
ing areas: 

(i) On protectionism, the developing countxies pro.posed a 
. . co'mmitment on s t a n d s t i l l  and rollback measures while 

developed countries argued t h a t  a world economic recovery , . 
picks up, protectioniSh would gradually be eliminated. W l t  
t h i s  l i nk  ws not acceptable t o  the Group of 77, 

On the elimination of t rade barr iers ,  developed countries 
ins i s ted  on reciproci ty  and the acceptance of the pr inciple  
of graduation of some oE'.the develoging countries. Group D, 

on the other hand, ins i s ted  t h a t  a l l  groups should be bund 
by s t a n d s t i l l s  on new tradd h r r i e r s .  Another long standing 
demand by developing countries was t h a t  the  Trade and Develop- 
ment Board of ilMCTAD shou lddea1spec i f i ca l ly  with the ru les  
and pol ic ies  aimed a t  reversing' protectionism and t o  s e t  u p  a 
monitoring b d p  to check on pro tec t ion is t  trends over a time- 
bound _arogra@e. 

generalized system of preferences 

60, Developing countries sought for  the improvement of the generalized 
system of. preferences (GSP), par t icu la r ly  with regard t o  the  relaxation ' , 

of procedures, increase bf product coverage, i t s  s t a b i l i t y  and non-discrj&- 
n a t i o n .  While these prop6sals appeared to .  b e  agrfeable i n  pr inciple ,  Group 
B countries ins is ted on thf decisions of the Special Committee on Preferences 
and decision 75(S-IV) of the .BOard regarding the i s sues  mentioned above, in-  
cluding. coverage and r u l e s  c f  or igin .  
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(c) Services ' ' :. .

61. The issue of major concern in the area of services was whether

UNCTAD should conduct any studies in this field, such as in trade

facilitation, service industries such as data transmission, storage,

engineering and consultancy, export credit and export .insurance and

marketing., and marketing information. The Group of 77 had proposed

that besides the studies to be conducted by.UNCTAD Secretariat, recom

mendations should also be made.with respect to the establishment of

mechanisms for multilateral co-operation in the field of' services' of

particular' importance to developing countries. The Group of 77 had also

proposed that UNCTAD Secretariat should institute technical assistance

programmes for developing countries in the fields of services and that

the special problems of least developed countries in this area should be

given due cognizance.

62. Group B countries did nofagree with.any of these proposals and

argued that the GATT Secretariat was already adequately dealing with

issues on services and that.discussions in this respect had been brought

to the attention of the-GATT"Ministerial Meeting in November 1982, It was thus

inconceivable'how UNCTAD'.s. work should be based on, or take account of the

Happenings in'GATT after GZVTT's Ministerial Meeting had, in fact/-- failed to

reach agreement on -these very issues which the developed countries were still

insisting belonged to the GATT forum. --;..'

D. FINANCIAL" AND'"'MONETARY ISSUES "

63. The issues of major concern to the Group of 77 were that the world

economic'situation had been severely hit by financial and monetary dis

orders. . This was partly explained by the fact that export'earnings of

developing countries-had failed to an unprecedented low.level since World .

War II; debt servicing payments had risen dramatically and the total debt

of developing countries was then,over- $700 billion .excluding short-term

debt; private lending to developing countries had been, drastically reduced;

and official development assistance (ODA) had stagnated "to a level of less

than half of the 0.7 per cent target agreed during the earlier sessions of

UNCTAD. ■-•—-': ..„■■_;'■

64. The miri thrust,, in. the' proposals of the Group of-? 7 was-to reach an

agreement oh a'series.'of actions which,.together with.other supporting

measures" in the area,.o.f '.commodities and trade, would significantly

contribute; to the development-process and economic recovery. These measures

should also'be considered in the light of the contribution to be made in

strengthening the international financial system and the process of recovery

taking place in developed countries. It was assumed that this could be

achieved through the restructuring of the existing institutions, especially

the IMF and IBRD. The adoption of such policy instruments in the monetary

and financial fields should be accompanied by multidimensional approaches to

the IMF and IBRD policies.
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(a) Special Drawing Rights Allocation (SDRs)

65 Developing countries wanted'the Conference to take decisions •
that would contribute substantially to influencing the IMF's- SDR allocations.

The -acute liquidity problems of developing countries, the stagnation in .- ...

global reserves, the increased.danger of inflation in developed countries and
implications thereof for SDRs,creation needed to be agreed upon, Therefore,

the Group of 77 were looking fo.r a decision to be taken with regard to imme

diate measures on SDR allocations, especially to have them increased to no ,
less than US$15 million annually, and to the establishment of a link between

SDRs and development finance. Group■B countries merely acknowledged that the
proposals were sound and would not pre-judice the complex negotiations taking

place in the Executive Board of IMF in this area.

(b) International Development Association (IDA)

66. The.issue was twofold: firstly, to ensure that commitments made for;. ,
disbursements and IDA-VI would proceed as scheduled. Secondly, for-.the.-.
Conference to take a decision leading to a substantial.increase in the re- ■

plenishment of IDA in real terms. No specific commitment was forthcoming -

from the Group B countries. ' ■■;."

(c) Official Development Aid (PDA? ■'..;■■-.,

67. The Group of 77's proposal was'essentially that resource transfers"- -r
from developed to developing countries under ODA-. should be based on an , .

increasingly assured, continuous and predictable,as well as on an'"equitable

basis Thus, developed .poultries were urged to take appropriate action to.

reach the United Nations target of 0.7'par cent of GKP to developing-countries.

In the case of least developed countries, developed countries were asked to
meet'their commitment with regard to the 0.15 per cent of their GNP to-be
provided to LDCs as official development assistance within the framework of
the,general-increase of ODA flows to all developing countries. ■

68. Other important policy measures which' were proposed by the Group of_77

relate to the increase of, IMF quotas, the expansion and liberalization^
the fund'-s conditionally, including a new low conditionality for medium-.

term payments.to developing countries and the strengthening of surveillance

over exchange..rates. '■" ■-,.,..-

69 Xittlo was achieved by the Conference on the above issues;and-not even.

in'the final, text of the resolution whith was adopted by the Conference:. .
All substantial demands by developing countries wore not only referred to
the IMF which-would continue to give close attention to these issues, but

there was.no commitment, that developed Countries would render support to
the aspirations of developing countries] in that forum. For instance, in.

the area of SDR allocations, the IMF wab invited "to take these and other
relevant factors into account in the forthcoming deliberations on the appro

priateness of SDR allocation... and if the judgement is positive and other
prescribed critieria are not, to make specific proposals to the next meeting

of the IMF Interim Committee". ,
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70. The Conference did not agree^on any proposals such as .the IMF

surveillance or conditionally" which s<3ught: the^resiructuring of the

IMF, so as to make it responsive to the development requirements of the

Third. World, in fact, Group B countries stated that a number of countries

in their group had actually reached the target of 0.7 per cent while

others had exceeded it. They also argued that on tha average, the Develop

ment Assistance Committee (DAC) countries had actually increased their ODA

by about 5 per cent per annum in real terms, and that a very small number; . ;

of this group (non-members of DAC) had not yetreached the 0.7 per cent

target.

(d) The world Bank (IBRD) and its lending programmes

71. Developing countries1 proposals included a substantial increase in

real terms of the World Bank's regular lending programme and to expand

its capital base? the provision of the Bank»-s:- conditions of structural

adjustment lending (SAL) before the end of 198.3 so as to make them con

sistent with the prevailing socio-economic conditions. Again, very little

was achieved by the Conference in respect of the above'areas, particularly

with regard to the substantial increase in real terms, of the N©rld Bank's
regular lending programme. The final position of the Conference was con

siderably watered down by Group B countries. As a result, the World-Bank

was merely invited to "consider" these proposals or merely to maintain the

status quo.

, (e) The external debt problems

72. With regard to debt problems facing, developing countries, the issue ,

was again two-fold. Firstly, the Group of 77 pressed for an agreement on

the principle of generalized debt relief as a financial instrument for im

proving the external financial position of developing countries. Secondly,

they called upon the improvement of the institutional arrangements governing

debt relief, including the conversion of ODA loans into grants, especially

for the LDCs and to review global guidelines governing debt relief in view

of the .grave debt crisis, including rescheduling.

73. The final position of tha Conference showed that the Group B countries

welcomed the position of the Group of,77 "and confirmed that they were

prepared, in cases of acute balance of payment problems, to consider

measures for alleviating the debt service ot developing countries in the

content of appropriate multilateral forums. They also affirmed that all

countries might grant ODA debt relief at any time to any borrower. Itow-r

ever, the conditions under which such assistance would be granted were not

specified. It would appear that the principle of the generalized measures

on debt relief would in practice be reduced to bilateral arrangements,

rather than the global commitment by the; international community.
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E. PROGRESS IN THE IMPLEMENTATION OF THE SUBSTANTIAL NEW PROGRAMME OF

ACTION (SNPA) FOR THE LEAST DEVELOPED COUNTRIES

74. The Buenos Aires Platform's proposal, placed before UNCTAD VI on

the progress achieved*in the implementation of the SNPA for the least

developed countries, was based primarily on the SNPA itself and on other
high level decisions taken within the framework of the'Trade and' Develop

ment Board. The critical areas of particular significance to the African

LDCs (identified during the proceedings of the Conference) were: <i)
■Official Development Assistance (ODA) in terms of the transfer of 0.15 per^
cent of donor GNP as ODA to LDCs by 1985 or donors to double their ODA during

this period; (ii) alleviation of ODA debts through a massive conversion

loans'into grants or consideration for complete write-off of debts and
(iii) the establishment of a global STABEX-type scheme covering all LDCs ■

and the full participation of "industrialized countries and also the need tor
special'consideration for financial compensation for shortfalls in the ex- ;

port earnings of the LDCs.

75 On"aid targets and time-frame, there were no new commitments. The' .

Group of 77 had hoped to obtain an Increased number of developed countries

to accept to transfer 0.15 per confbf donor GNP as ODA to the LDCs by
1985. Instead, most of these countries reiterated their earlier positions

taken in Paris during the adoption of the SNPA. Of particular significance, _
are the interpretative statements made by two major DAC members (USA and UK),
since the DAC of the OECD countries provide nearly 80 per cent of total aid ^

flows'-to the LDCs and GDR on behalf'of Group D.

76 On the issue of a global STABEX-scheme, the Group of 77 felt that by
virtue of the.membership of African LDCs in the ACP/EEC Lome Convention

arrangements, LDCs should^somehow benefit from the commodity stabilization

programme'of the EEC STABEX-scheme which covers 10 of the 18 IPC range of
commodities. The participation of developed countries, which now operate
individual schemes, is a necessary condition for the effective operation of
skch a global system. The idea of a global STABEX was strongly opposed by
major industrialized countries within Group B and, hence, they deliberately

stalled the negotiations which eventually resulted in no agreement. .

77 A positive clement of UNCTAD VI in this regard was that it agreed to
address a request to the IMF Executive Board to give special consideration

to the LDCs during its exercise. This was achieved amidst bitter opposition

from Group B who argued that the idea was contrary to the IMF Articles of
Agreement on equal treatment to ail its members, and that UNCTAD was not the

■ competent body to address such an issue. It is, therefore, likely that there
will be continued opposition to'the "Special Treatment" for the LDCs. It-ip
hoped that the African countries, members of the IMF Executive Board.whether

or not they'are LDCs, would pursue the matter in the appropriate forums.
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78. With regard to the review ..mechanisms, the proposals of. the Conference

of Ministers of African LDCs to" extend the deadline for convening review'

meetings beyond 1983 was endorsed by UNCTAD VI in a recommendation to the

General Assembly to allow the meeting's to be held in 1984. This did not

in any way imply that the."African LDCs should delay the convening of theiri

country roundtables consultative meetings. It was agreed that all the

countries concerned should.be able to identify a lead agency and to start

the necessary-groundwork for the meetings without further'delay so as to
avoid the adverse impact on the global mid-term review.scheduled to take
place in 19'85.

79. At the end of the debate the Conference adopted Resolution 142'(VI) on
the progress in the implementation of the Substantial New Programme of

Action (SNPA) by concensus and it contained a reafformation of

commitments to. implement the programme effectively. It also, called upon

donor countries to provide official development assistance to the maximum

extent possible. Efowever, such commitments fell short of expectations in

so far as the developed countries (both West and East) did not subscribe

positively to the negotiations on the "minimum" requirements of the LDCs
for a successful implementation of the SNPA. '

F. TECHNOLOGY "' ' ■ <

80. The major issues of concern to the Group of 77 relating to technology ■
included the following: ■ ' '

(i) Restructuring the legal environment of technology through the

International Code of Conduct on Technology; economic, com- :

mercial and developmental aspects of the industrial property

system;

(ii) The establishment of national laws and regulations on the trans

fer, acquisition and development of technology and to av"bid the

adverse effects of 'the.reverse transfer .of technology. To this

end, the Group of 77 recommended that the Paris Convention on

Industrial Property sho.uld. ha revised, taking into account the

interests of developing countries and that all countries should
participate in' the Code. * ■

(iii) The technical''and operational assistance provided by the Advisory'

Service on Transfer of Technology should be increased and strengthened

to enable developing countries to formulate effective strategies for

"technological development, modalities for co-operation at regional

and inter-regibnar levels, and training facilities'in technology, in

cluding the building Up of data base and information systems on alter

native sources and suppliers of technology.
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(iv) New initiatives in the development of technology should be taken

for the 1980s by which areas and issues of importance to developing

countries should receive priority and urgent consideration, espe

cially in critical sectors such as agricultural inputs, financing

of technology, assimilation and effective utilization of technology,

implications of technological dependence of women, and the role of

small and medium-sized enterprises in the transfer of technology.

(v) There should be co-ordination and co-operation between UNCTAD and

other relevant United Nations bodies, especially the United Nations

Industrial Organization (UNIDO) and the World Intellectual Property

Organization (WIPO) in the development, transfer, acquisition and

utilisation of technology. There should also be further elaboration

of the strategy for technological transformation of developing

countries.

81. The position of Group B countries was that all proposals by developing

countries should be seen as a review of UNCTAD activities in the field of

technology rather than as proposals. They pointed out that some, aspect's of- .
the resolution, 'such as on measures and standards for marketing and promotion

or trade of pharmaceutical products presented, .difficulties to thamo They

argued.that the World Health Organization (WHO), would bo more competent to

discuss, suchissues. Group D also rejected the proposal put. forward by the

Group of 77 on the revision, of the Paris Convention on Industrial Property, '

By adopting a resolution on the transfer of technology, the Conference agreed

that the UN work towards.an International Code of Conduct on the Transfer of

Technology should be completed,as soon as possible. . The Conference also

expressed its firm belief that further action towards technological trans

formation of developing countries required to bo given urgent, attention.

Thus, UNCTAD Secretariat was asked to continue its work on the transfer,

application and development of technology in areas of critical^importance
to developing countries, .

G. SHIPPING

82. Under this item the main issues of concern to the Group of 77 were as
follows:

(i) That developing countries should be granted credit on favourable

terms and conditions so as to enable them to develop and expand

the.ir merchant marine, including actual ship-building industries,

(ii) National and international measures should be adopted to bring

about structural change in the world shipping industry aimed at

the removal of protectionism., and monopolistic practices, and to

eliminate the controls by transnational corporations.
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(iii) There should be an early completion of the on-going international

negotiations in the area of maritime legislation, marine insurance,

loans and mortgages, the elaboration of model national maritime

legislation and container tariff rules to suppress maritime fraud

and piracy. f .

(iv) UNCTAD should elaborate a flexible international agreement on

container standards; a- standard form and nradel for multimodal

transport documents? guidelines on the application of computer

packages to multimodal transport? and draft a code of conduct for

multimodai transport, operators.

83. This Resolution was difficult to negotiate and the= most controversial

issue related to the question of .ship registration,.'-including an economic

link between the vessels and flag,states.; The developing countries had

asked that work in this area be finalized in accordance with General

Assembly Resolution A/37/209. Furthermore, Group B countries were joined

by Panama and Liberia in opposing the idea of economic link between vessels

and the States in which they are registered.

84„ Group B countries also attempted to introduce .a draft-text relating to

the implementation of the Code of Conduct- for liner conferences during these ■:"

negotiations, especially as it relates to pre-shipment cargo controls and .

the exclusion of cargoes shipped by Third World Government Agencies. At

first, the Group of 77 raised objections against the proposal on grounds that

UNCTAD was not competent to discuss the implementation of su.ch-a code. How

ever,, they eventually accepted to engage into debate with developed countries

on the matter. . , .

85. The final Resolution which was adopted by-the Conference asked the

Secretary-General of UNCTAD to examine the. structure of the world shipping

industry with a view to identifying the causes and effects of protectionist

policies and monopolistic practices. The Conference also, urged that work

on conditions for the registration of ships, including a genuine link between

vessels and flags,- as well as the need fcr flag states to exercise effectively

their jurisdiction and control over the ships.

H. LAND-LOCKED AND ISLAND DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

86. With regard to the land-locked countries, the proposals of the Group

of 77 in this area sought measures for achieving inter alia the following
objectives: . .

(i) facilitating measures and programmes to enhance the trade

flows of land-locked countries, especially access of their

■ products to the markets of developed countries;. ;.
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(ii) assessment of potentials for restructuring of the economies

of land-locked developing countries through the promotion of

import substitution industries and the development of sub-

regional and regional co-operation programmes in industry,

energy, natural resources, trade, transport and communications?

(iii) the developed countries should increase their pledges to the

"special fund for these countries and honour their commitments in

* this regard,

87. The Conference agreed to urge the international community to continue

with efforts to fully implement UNCTAD's resolution on specific, action-re- .

lated to the particular needs and problems, including financial assistance . '.

for improving transit transport'infrastructure in land-locked developing

countries and their transit countries. Developed and developing countries in

a. position; to do so were requested to pledge substantial contributions tb '"

the Special■purid for Land-locked Developing Countries, ' ■

88. On the questibn of the' island developed countries, the concensus of the

Group of 77 included'-the following:

(i) the need tb increase financial'support for the development of

infrastructural'facilities of all types/' including feeder and
inter-island services by sea and air*

(ii) assistance in attaining greater' self-reliance in the priority

sectors, including food and agriculture, industry, energy,

'fishing, transport and tourism;
■ ■■ i'y- ; ■.■■■-■ : .

(iii) increasing technical assistance by UNCTAD.'s'Secretariat and the

Secretariat of the.International Civil Aviation Organization

(iCAO)';to these countries with a view to developing their air ■

trari-spore services, especially aimed at increasing'linkages with
other: markets; ' ' ",

(iv) the provision of financial and technical assistance to support

their planning and management of disaster risks, including the . -.::- .■

possibility of setting-up regional or inter-regional disaster

insurance schemes.

89. The proposals of the Group of 77 on this issue emphasized inter alia
the following:

].'."'.■ ■ . .
, .• *... .

(i) -■■"■that the Socialist countries of Eastern Europe., should contribute

positively to the efforts of developing countries to diversify

-■--their- trade patterns by increasing their imports from the latter, '

in particular, of manufactures and semi-manufactures;'

(iij these countries should improve the volume and quality of their

■economic assistance and fulfill the targets set out in the inter

national development strategy and the substantive new. programme

c?f action for the least developed countries.
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(iii) facilitate the 'financing of industrial development projects of

developing countries, including the transferrability of the roubles

•■in trade operations and multilateral co-operation schemes.

90. The resolution on the island developing countries was one of the least

contraversia! and was consequently supported by the international community

without much debate.

I. TRADE RELATIONS AMONG COUNTRIE's' HAVIN3 DIFFERENT ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL

SYSTEMS AND ALL TRADE 'FLOWS' RESULTING THEREFROM

91, Group D countries did, riot make any commitment to the 6.7 per cent aid

target. This: was a-great disappointment to developing countries in view of

the socialist countries rhetoric for solidarity with developing countries.

Another controversial area was with regard to the special fund aimed at prov~

iding credits for development purposes. The fund was established in 1973 and

developing countries asked that it should start its operations immediately

and that its conditions be improved. Group D on the other hand argued that

since trade between East European countries arid developed market economies

had increased over recent years, they asked the latter to abstain from im

posing new restrictions against their exports. By this position, Group D

countries once again managed to side-track issues on which they should have

taken positive measures in favour of developing countries.

92, Group D countries also argued that UNCTAD activities should include the

promotion of trade between countries having different socio-economic systems.

Group B countries, on the other hand, refused to give this mandate to UNCTAD

on grounds that this was the work of the Economic Commission for Europe, In

the end, there was no agreement on this issue and in-so-far. as the developing

countries.were unable to have their proposals accepted,' the issue remained

unresolved.

Jt ECONOMIC CO-OPERATION AMONG DEVELOPING COUNTRIES (ECDC) ,

93t At the end of the debate, the Conference adopted resolution 145 (VI)

which inter alia called upon developing countries, socialist countries of

Eastern Europe and.the developed market economy countries to continue to

implement previous resolutions of UNCTAD on this subject, and, in particula-,

to expand multilateral forms of economic co-operation. It also called upon

the socialist countries of Eastern Europe to give new impetus to their co

operation, as well as the extension of long-term intergovernmental agreements

covering areas of trade, especially in manufactures and semi-manufactures,

94t In the end, resolution 139(VI) was adopted on UNCTAD's activities in the

field of economic co-operation among deTClopirig countries. This resolution

was, however, rather weak in-so-far as the Group of 77 had wanted full im

plementation of UNCTAD programmes on ECDC and the word "full" was dropped.
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Group D countries maintained that UNCTAD was not the only body .dealing with.

ECDC activities. However, -the Conference agreed to provide assistance to

sub-regional and regional economic integration schemes. The UNCTAD Committee

on ECDC which mat in September 1983 was mandated to continue its work.

K. ASSISTANCE TO NATIONAL LIBERATION MOVEMENTS RECOGNIZED BY REGIONAL AND

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATIONS

95. The main proposals by the Group of 77 on this issue centred on the

following aspects:

(i) the need to monitor and investigate the policies of the Israeli .

occupation authorities on the economic development of the occupied

Palestine territories;

(ii) the need to undertake a special indepth study of the economic

conditions of the oppressed people of South Africa and Namibia,

along the same lines of the study done for pre-independent

Zimbabwe.

96. The question of assistance to national liberation movements provoked

considerable debate. At the end, resolution 146(VI) on assistance to the

Palestinian People was adopted by a roll call of 84 in favour, 2 against

and 20 abstentions. The second resolution 147(VI) on assistance to the

peoples of Namibia and South Africa was also adopted by a roll call vote

of 84 in favour, 1 against and 19 abstentions. These regolutions re

affirmed the position of the Group of 77.

L. INSTITUTIONAL MATTERS

97. Proposals put forward by the Group of 77 included the following:

(i) that existing international institutions would not be adequate

to provide the organisational capabilities to deal with increased

problems of international trade. They, therefore, advocated the

creation.of a comprehensive International Trade Organization to

deal, in an integrated manner, with all aspects relating to trade

and development;

(ii) that UNCTAD should be granted the operational and budgetary

flexibility and commensurate authority be given to the

Secretary-General of UNCTAD in order to effectively implement

all UNCTAD resolutions;

(iii) that the Conference should consider the creation of a high

level consultative machinery within UNCTAD which should meet

at least every two years to review the progress on international

trade and development.
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98. The Conference did not reach agreement on .either of the.texts sub

mitted by both the Group of 77 and Group B. The draft text by Group of

77, supported by Group D and China, had requested .that the Trade., and

Development Board-should undertake an in-depth study of the ways' and

means of bringing into existence a comprehensive international organiza

tion to deal with all aspects of trade and development in an integrated

manner.. Group B countries, on the other hand, would have wished to re-

dssignate the Working Party on Medium-Term Plan and Programme Budget as the

Working Party on Programme Planning, Co-ordination and Budget with specific

terms of reference„

99. Resolution 143(VI) on Institutional Matters was, however, adopted,

which referred draft resolutions of the Group of 77 and Group B countries

for consideration by the Trade and Development Board.
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PART IV - A CRITIQUE ON THIS FAILURE OF UNCTAD. VI:

... . AN AFRICAN PERSPECTIVE -: .

EXPECTATIONS, MYTHS AND REALITIES

v?°l/Vu!?SrJa\.C?"^enSUS.tEi!a't,See2nG to have merged from the results -of UNCTAD
is theme of

neir dissatis.aetL

bu^T^ ?^ ^; ^ East) quietely fitted I^h ?a^ure
biu «,e not surpnsed py the outcome... Some observers especially in the ' ■■
developing countries even hold the view that UNCTAD VI epitomised the total

i P ?hi5 *Cl1?arnfi°nf »eS°tiati-g machinery in the field of trade and develop-
th° W " °r, i° W"h "^ aEcessme-* of fe results of MCTAD IV ^
xhe Oackg-rouild of the Buenos Aires Platform and the Libreville Memorandum.

** haS been demons^ated in Parts I and II of this assessment that

S ar^t 5 OT'CTAD 7I WCTe SO far the —t elaborate and well

^«: n: s^^^
General Reynaldo Bignone, then President of the RepubU

of

^^

W TT folloT-7inS^ey figures from the Group of. 7? travell-d to RpI a
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the world economic crisis especially as it affects the developing ^nJ^J$f
It noted with concern particularly the fall in exporr earnings of -neae countries,
the increasing external debt; the high .interest rates on eternal borrowing,
and reduction in the flow of resources to the developing countries. The
Conference ur.ed UMCTAD VI to make concrete proposals for. the management of the
world economy^consistent with the requirements for growth, employment and
development, paying particular attention to the impact of international trade,
monetary and financial system on the development processes of the developing

countries

103. Subsequently, the Heads of State of seven industrialized nations at their
aimal summit conference held in May 1933, adopted the "Williamsburs Declaration
™L;r"Recovery". 2§/ The Summit welcome! the results of the Conference of
Non-aligned Nations- referred to earlier and the Buenos Aires Platfom, and
commited themselves.to "engage with understanding and co-operation in the

UNCTAD VI negotiations, ■ '

II. THE MAJOR FAILURES OF UNCTAD' VI

104. From the analysis provided in Part II of this report, it is evident that
UNCTAD VI failed in a number of significant areas. These are onefly outlined

belou: -!

(a) World development and recovery; Although there was a general ..
corxsensus on^hT7oTirtc^n^Ic^r^irind on the .need for "development and :

recovery", the Conference was unable to agree on a conanon solution to the onois.
The developing countries sought ways in which they could oe made an,,ntegral
part of that solution within the framework of international economic inter
dependence. The industrialized countries, on the other hand, percieved( such
recovery as originating in their nations and subsequently spreading or spilling
over" to the developing countries.

or full details of the Conference, see, Final Declar.at^og of the- .
^^T^^y^nc. of Heads of Sfr»*« "r Government o* Wo^liPned »at^ hgA
in New Delhit India, from 7 to 12 Ivkrch 19^3. C^evxew of International Affairs
Volume XXXIV, Ho. 792 Belgrade, Yugoslavia.

g/ The seven nations were the United States of America, United Kingdom,

Federal Republic of Germany, France, Canada, Japan and Italy.
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Collapse in world commodity prices: The developing countries

expressed great concern at the collapse in their commodity prices arid sought

measures to prevent a further fall in such prices and to increase export

earnings. The industrialized countries, however, attributed such fall to

world market forces over which they claimed they had no control. Although

various programmes were agreed to improve the commodity trade,, these measures

treated the symptoms rather than the major causes of such a collapse,

1 '■ ■ ' (c) Financial, and ,'^op-^a^y^c^isisj There was a general agreement on
the need to'restructure the framework for monetary and financial relations.

However, no general consensus appeared to have emerged on how this was to be

achieved.. For instance, the developing countries wanted to negotiate z)

package of policy measures that would inter alia, increase the flow of capital

and official development assistance into their economies. They also sought

measures to increase the flow of private loans on reasonable terms and conditions!

a reduction in their debt burdens; an increase in the resources of the Bretton ■

Woods institutions (World Bank and IMF) and a review of the structures of these
institutions to make ;hsm more responsive to the development needs of the

developing countries. The industrialized countries merely took note of these

demands but put forward no concrete proposals to implement them.

I Trade in .goods and services; The developing countries were

genuinely concerned about the tendency towards increased "protectionism" in

the industrialized countries,, They sought internationally agreed measures that

would improve the access of their manufactured and semi-manufactured goods into

the markets of the industrialized nations. The industrialized countries, while

acknowledging that protectionism was detrimental to an orderly growth of

international trade, refused to commit themselves to the adoption of a concrete

programme of action towards dismantling protections against the developing

countries.

105* These and other aspects constituted .a significant failure of UNCTAD VI

in so far as they encompass a whole range of major factors in international

trade, monetary and'financial relations. This has now generated dbubts in

the minds of many policy makers in developing countries as to whether their

future development objectives and prioritiesrcan be set within the framework

of UNCTAD negotiations with any reasonable degree of optimism-

III, WRY DID UHGTAD VI FAIL?

lOo. Despite these meticulous preparations and the unprecedented political

commitment and backing, the results of UNCTAD VI were far from the expectations

of the developing countries. The question that constantly emerges in the minds

of many observers is: ]>Jhy did UNCTAD VI fail? There are evidently a host of -■•
fundamental and critical factors which accounted for this impasse. It would

not serve any purposes to put the blame on any one particular group. Rather the

failure resulted, in the. deep-rooted inadequacy of the UNCTAD' institution itself

to respond effectively to the world development needs especially those of the
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developing countries. The-failure alsor reflected the differences in the

conceptual approaches to the-negotiations as governed by the vested" interests

of each individual group against the interests of the other groups. This has

been further elaborated in the next few paragraphs.

(a) The position of the Group of 77

107. The Group of 77 to a lesser degree is to blame for the failure of UNCTAD

yi as the other groups. The following three factors demonstrate this point:

(i) The Group of 77 seems to place all the blame for their problems

of development on th.e industrialized countries but no attempt

has been made for a realistic analysis of its own contribution

to the world economic crisis. For instance,1 in the light of

the central theme of the Conferencet namelyj "development and

recovery", the Group.of 77 argued that the development process

of poorer nations /.could no,longer be enhanced by the adoption

of isolated policy-measures, but rather through the"adoption

of closely inter—related short, medium and long—term measures

in the areas of commodities, trade, money and finance, However,

experience in. the last 19 years or so of UNCTAD*s existence had

shown that partial approaches had only made minimal contribution

to the development process of the Group of 77> especially for the

IJDCs, in terms of their economic growth and self—sustainment.

There is an implicit assumption that the responsibility for this

lies in the Governments of industrialized, nations. But what

specific action has this group taken to contribute towards the

implementation of the global programme for world recovery?

(ii) There has not been an attempt by the Group of 77 to understand

the problems faced by the industrialized nations in ensuring

their own continued growth. The Buenos Aires Platform called

on developed countries to work out through UNCTAD and other

institutions a set of practical and realistic policies which

would be responsible to the development requirements of developing

countries, through democratization and increased participation :

by developing countries in global world economic relations.

For instance, recent -summit of the Heads of State or Government

of the industrialized nations clearly indicate that they also

face liquidity problems and tighter budgets. 26/ It cannot be

26/ See for instance the proceedings of the Nilliamsburg Summit and

the recent meetings- of the Heads of State of the European Economic Community.
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denied that the industrialized nations have vested interests- arid*. .

* wish to maintain the "status quo" for obvious reasons* However,

it would have been in the -interest of the Group of 77 to analyse

a select number of key sectors of the economies of the industrialized

nations so as to make a. realistic assessment of many of their excuses

advanced *

(iii) Ths Group of 77 has not undertaken a comprehensive review of the

structures and mechanisms for mobilization of domestic resources to

support their own structural adjustments and recovery programmes.

For instance, they never seem to recognise that together they control

the largest share of the world's tin, manganese, uranium and many

others including agricultural raw materials and primary commodities.

Consequently, they do not seem to use such resources as a bargaining

tool individually or collectively vis—a—vis the industrialized

nations. One basic problem of! developing .countries is the absence

of adequate or effective institutions for managing the development

process. As a result, foreign investments, official ^development

assistance and external loans have failed to generate the development

momentum required for.a sustained economic growth. This cannot be

blaned upon the lack of. interest by the industrialised nations on

the. problems facing .the Group of 77•

.108. The sura total of these factors, is that the Group of 77 approached UNCTAD

VT and indeed all the preceding sessions, not as equal partners in a real negotia

tion but rather as "beggers". This placed them in a permanently weaker bargaining

position whereas the industrialized nations are elevated to an undeserved honour

of being benefactors and redeemers of the developing poor. This rather negative,

and self-defeating attitude lias to change before a meaningful dialogue can be

entered into with the industrialized countries. '

(b) The position of the., developed market economy countries

109. The industrialized countries of the market economy countries approached

UNCTAD VT with indifference and total lack of concern or commitment. On a

number of issues, they retracted from their earlier commitments not only in

other fora but also including those ih UTTCTADj delayed decisions on issues by

requiring them to be debated further .at lower levels or other bediee; and

by urging that nothing should be done to-disturb their process of "recovery

which if allowed to proceed unabated would in turn rescue the economies of

developing countries. The truth of the matter is that although the economies,

of maaiy industrialized countries have been affected by the world recession,

this has not been to such a severe extent as-on economies of developing

countries. Group 3 argued that their-.economies, are characterized

by declining industrial production and investment resulting in large scale

unemployment, inflation, mounting interest rates, unstable exchange rates

and increased protectionist measures. The developed countries therefore

argued 'that these problems are cyclical in nature and require a policy mix aimed
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Ibl "fl W rTVer7' ThSy adV°Cate in this ™ea«l that their
L r■SnOUM in°1Ude »Ppr°Priate consumer demand management

P°11C1ES. -"creased investments in directly productive sectors

^ n?n'nl ^ °f interestE- These policies, according to

^^taa
^ ^"*e Pr°CeSS;iS Onl'/ beginning. However, it is for us to

ala:"ng realit !fe t
it

all ^^o^ ,:
achieved, - * ?~ .-^ dld not elab°™te clearly ho,, this would be

^^^""11^ eCr°'a7 Countrie8 "^ in f~ of the "trickle-
i

^e^o^^ r ^ in f~ of the tr
iie^to ox recovery on their economies as a way of helping to re-a
xc development in the developing countries, slmilarltfthe UnIS
d-:a Vle"ed alICTAD V1 aS a —ti-atio, of its own pe^ep^txon"* t

Ik^JJQgJ-Jion of the Socialin* countries of Eastern Europe

the point of view

ntri-s mai^"^ ^1^, °? ^^^taeae of development and recover. The

Speech before the plenary (par. 3) Belgrade, Yugoslavia, 7 June 1983

Belgrade", yKa^/^A^ H°—ble Kenneth W. Dam at »«*«) VT,
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interacts vis-a-vis their rivals of the Western powers. This was demonstrated

for instance, hy their insistence to open debate on some aspects-of "the

East—West confrontation" which in effect did not advance the cause for which

UNCTAD VI had been convened, :

(^) The lack of a cocuaon platform for negotiations

113» Right from the beginning therefore one could notice that the Conference

faced logistic and institutional difficulties of agreeing on a common' negotiation

platfornu This Has because of the fundamental differences of the groups' -

especially in their understanding of the underlying causes of the world economic

crisis as well as of their conceptual approach to possible remedial measures.

Apart from the group attitudes mentioned above, which were general.in nature,

there were also differences on specific areas on key issues of vital importance,

to the economic growth of the developing countries. These issues are discussed

in some detail in III which reviews, assesses the various positions under

respective sector» For the moment, a ^iort review of the negotiating process -

at UNCTAD VI would help clarify the fundamental differences among the various

group interests,

Il4» As is now sell knot-m, during the past twenty years, there has evolved a

tradition within the United Nations system and- in UNCTAD in particular for* a

negotiating approach by groups. Hence, the negotiating process during UNCTAD'VI

took the form by which the Group of 77 on the one hand, confronted the developed

countries of the OSCD (Group B) and the centrally planned economies of Eastern

Europe (Group D) on the other hand. At the same time, Group D as well as China
on its own confronted Group 3, This approach was politically convenient but

tended to result in the "polarization" of interests which often prevented a

break-through in the negotiations on any.major issue. At the same time, it

resulted in time-consuming futile exchanges,in which the main issues of concern

to the Group of '77 were often side—tracked or are relegated to a place of

insignificance,

115« This in part explains why it was not easy to establish whether Group 3

countries were less prepared or deliberately chose to appear so at UNCTAD VI.

This led Group of 77 to believe that this was their strategy for aborting the

.negotiations. Thus, on a number; of issues for which the Group of 77 had definite

draft, proposals, resolutions or decisions, the developed countries often offered

non—constructive counter proposals, Many of the counter proposals, tended not

only to delay the evolution of,concensus on issues under consideration but often

had to be further,modified in order to take account of the continual revised

positions were no longer tenable. Some moderate members of Group 3, in particular

the Scandinavian countries, were forced to toK the Group line at the expense of

their own earlier declared position thereby sacrificing the interests of 'the'

developing countries.
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115.. At the Group of 77 level, the situation was never always clear-cut either

and there were instances where a group position was never fully defined* For

instance where the interest of one sub-group was at stage, there was always no

obvious rush to offer solidarity by other sub-groups within the Group of 77• f§/
Thus there was an obvious need to strengthen the co-ordination among the composite

regional groups within the group of 77 on all relevant issues, .A case in '

point arose in the area, of basic interest, for...the!"African region, such as the

issue in the least developed countries where no firm support was forthcoming

from the other groups. Therefore, countries whose interests were not basically

in jeopardy during the negotiations may have also contributed to the failure in

arriving at the most concrete results at UNCTAD VI. ,. .

IV. THE CONSEQUENCES OF TEE FAILURE OF UNCTAD VI OH1 INTERNATIONAL

ECONOMIC SYSTEM " ' "

117o The failure of UNCTAD VI has developed a serious crisis of confider.ce in

the international economic system, especially from the point of view of the

African countries* Part of this phenomenon stems from the institutional

characteristic of the negotiation process itself. It has become quite evident

that some industrialized countries have come to regard UNCTAD session no more

than an international "begging house" where one sits to listen to the long, list

of grudges and complaints-from the developing countries* At the other end of the

spectrum, some developing., countries have come to regard these sessions as a

philantropic forum through which' the developed countries demonstrate their

r-vna^d-rdty- Several factors therefore, accounted for the failure of UNCTAD VI

among which are .the following:

(a) The absence of adequate consultative machinery^in

International Monetary and Financial Relations -

118* The basic problem that has destroyed confidence in international monetary

and financial relations in general and UHCTAD in particular is the absence of *

adequate and effective machinery for global consultations in these fields. The

Articles of Agreement establishing the international Ivbnetary Fund (IMF)

provides as one of its major objectives, to promote international monetary

co-operation through a permanent institution which provides the machinery for

adequate consultation and co-ordination on international monetary problems,' and

to give confidence to its members by making the IMF resources temporarily available

to them under adequate saveguards thereby providing" such countries with"'the

ability to adopt measures to deal with the balance of payments deficits without

resorting measures destructive to their national or international prosperity. However,

29/ This was particularly evident in the decision on shipping where there

were differences in the ranks of the Group of 77*
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in recent years the world has witnessed the emergency of "unilateralism", that

is, the tendency by the-major developed countries of the 02CQ, especially the

United States of America as well as"the Socialist countries of Eastern Europe,

to adopt policies which have global impact especially in developing countries^

without consulting those countries most severely affected by such policy. It

has been observed that the industrialized countries wishing to take major

monetary decisions, usually consult t/ith one another but do not consult or

forewarn the developing countries*

119i UNCTAD has not been equipped to deal with these problems. This issue has

been exacerbated by the apparent inability of the Bretton Woods Institutions

(the IMF and the florid- Bank) to fully respond to pressing needs of the developing

countries and mere particularly the least -developing amongst them, especially

in terras of increased flows of resources to these countries. In addition, the

incidence -of increasing external indebtedness of the developing countries which

has .resulted from the deepening recession and anti—inflationary policies in the

OSCD countries, have contributed to the deterioration of financial reserves of

the developing countries and also the increasing debt servicing payment„ At

the same time the increases in the interest rates, especially in the United

States of America and the fluctuations in exchange rates, have further aggravated

the debt problems of developing countries.

The absence of real dialogue in international trade relations

120. The basic problem of UNCTAD which has considerably contributed to the lack

of confidence in the international economic system is the absence of a real and

meaningful dialogue in international trade, 30/ Moreover, the declining of the

export earning power of the developing countries resulting from the continuing

fall in prices ofcommodities especially in the early 198OfG has really dashed the

hopes of the developing countries,, This fall in prices is generally blamed on

"world market" prices which are however, deliberately manipulated by the major

transnational corporations supported or condoned by their home governments.

121. There seems to be no practical measures to restore confidence in the intftrn—

tional trade relations through a review of mechanisms for the functioning of

UNCTAD and the GA.TT to suggest better ways in which these institutions can cope

with the international trade and development. Furthermore, no new system of

international trade dialogue is developed to provide adequate consultative

mechanism between the developed and .developing countries in trade matters,

■especially against the introduction'of trade barriers and restrictions, ■ ■■■

30/ This is-also true of the General Agreement on Ta^-ffs and Trade (GATT)
and the ACP-HKC Lome Convention which have failed to live up to the expectations

of developing countries.
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(c) The lack of machinery for implementation, pf. resolutions .
adopted^ in the international forums

122. An institutional and operational problem which has eroded confidence in

UNCTAD is the absence of an effective mechanism fo,r implementing and or the .

follow up on resolutions or decisions, A review of the resolutions' adopted- ■

within UHGTAD since the first session seems to indicate that practically all ..

resolutions addressed to member States have virtually not been implemented* 31/

In fact, it would appear that one of the quickest ways of killing an important

issue in UNCTAD is to adopt a resolution especially where there is no effective

international mechanism for compelling or persuading sovereign States to comply

with resolutions,, especially those on which they have abstained or voted

against. The only UHCTAD resolutions which so far have had a chance of being

implemented are those addressed to the Secretary General of UNCTAD, Such

resolutions are usually confined to requesting for studies or reviews to be

made and for the Secretariat to report back the findings to the legislative

authorities *

31/ As an illustration of this point, UNCTAD I adopted 59 recommendations
coverxng all aspects of trade and development; UHCTAD II adopted ^5 resolutions,

deexsione and declarations;. UNCTAD V adopted 35 resolutions, recommendations
and deciGiono; and UNCTAD VI adopted 32 statements, resolutions and decisions.
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PART V - AST AFRICAN PLATFORM FOR mil INTERNATIONAL DIALOGUE

I. SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS- .

123= The failure of UNCTAJ) -VI as demonstrated in Part IV- has provoked a critical
question for African countries: where do we go from here? This questions stems
from_serious doubts as to whether the structure of negotiations within this
.institution can be adequately restructured to meet the real needs of the developing
countries. As was indicated in the Introduction, the developing countries seem
to have obtained less and less at each successive session of UWCTAD. 32/

124. It should al.so.be stressed that decisions in UNCTAD are no longer purely
economic and are governed .by strong political, considerations. There is therefore
an urgent need, for Africa to set a platform for a new international dialogue based
on the principles laid down in the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act of La-os
.he recently industrialized nations in Asia and Latin America were in the state°of*
underdevelopment about a decade ago but had to determine their own platforms for a
development dialogue. Such a dialogue must be based on the recognition of the
toll-owing fundamental principles:

:., (a), that the African economic crisis is far the worst ever recorded
-globally; Africa especially South of the Sahara, has the lowest
level of per capita incomes as indicated by.the presence of the '
largest number of least-developed countries; the smallest

industrial, manufacturing; and technological base--for- achieving
.,/ . a self-sustaining growth, process; food shortages -have reached''
... a crisis proportion; has the largest proportion of the rural

.. . poor who live in abject poverty mostly af-below subsistence
levels; very high infant mortality and very low life expectancy;
ana the largest number of countries1 affected by the drought and
hence hunger, poverty, malnutrition and human- degradation. In
this regard, it must.be stressed that before Ion? Africa will '

r. not only be the poorest area of the world but probably the only
underdeveloped region,-33/. It hardly, needs emphasizing that this
situation is extremely serious and calls for dra'stic action to
be taicen to redress it and a great deal of re-thinkinp.

33/

^ a 7LSee,?\S° ECA and Africa's Development 1983-2008: A Preliminary Perspect
.study, Addis Ababas April 1983. ~~ : / ^la^tL
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(b) that the responsibility.for the, development of the African

continent lies primarily in the hands of the African themselves. 34/
Such development must be based on African production, marketing

and distribution structures using its own natural resources,

technical and managerial resources and based on a new effective

and intensive machinery for domestic resources mobilization and

. utilization. This should be accompanied by a new long-term develop

ment management policy and programme for rational utilization of

such resources in a manner that can really generate self-sustained

economic growth.

(c) that Africa has virtually all basic resources (natural and human

resources) it requires for generating development. Africa also

has an immense bargaining power with the industrialized countries

provided such power is recognized and effectively utilized.

Consequently, in drawing up a platform for a hew dialogue, due

cognizance must be given of the fact that international negotia-'

tions can only be meaningful if all parties recognize their

potential power. The African countries should.immediately dis

pense with the feeling of inferiority in the presence of other

parties and rightfully assert its position taking into account

the genuine problems (if any) which the other parties may present.

To this: end, it must be stressed that the industrialized countries

still-need minerals and agricultural primary commodities from

Africa. At the same time, more than 30% of the total exports of

the major industrialized countries is absorbed by the developing

countries. Therefore, a collapse in international negotiations

would also harm the economies of the industrialized countries

especially in increased unemployment as it will harm Africa.

(d) that collective self-reliance as envisaged in the Lagos Plan of

Action at subregional9 regional and inter-regional levels within

the framework of the South-South Co-operation (ECDC) offers a

viable means of responding to the collapse in the present structure

of international negotiations. This is all the more imperative

because "protectionism" in industrialized countries cannot be

dismantled overnight and there is therefore no reason to believe

that access of African manufactures and semi-manufactures into

the markets of the industrialized nations will significantly

improve within the foreseable future. It must also be stressed

- ■" that it is not in the best interest.of the industrialized countries

to change the status quo by which Africa consumes what it does not

produce and produces what it does not consume.

— See also "African Declaration on Co-operation, Development and Economic

Independence" adopted by the African Heads of State and Government on 25 May 1973;

paragraph 13 of the Lagos Plan of Action; "Addis Ababa Declaration on the occasion of
the Silver Jubilee Anniversary Celebration of the United Nations Economic Commission

for Africa", Addis Ababa,. April 1983.
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(e) the African Governments'must enter into new commitments for
' asserting and exercising sovereignty over their natural resources

within the context of the New International Economic Order. 35/

The countries must.take their own initiatives towards structural

adjustments ^programmes to link resource availability including.. . ..

foreign aid and technical assistance to productive, activities. . .

that would enable them to deal effectively with the.current

economic crisis; Priority should also be given to. fpod.and .... , ..;
... agriculturaj production, to ensure food security and >ood ,sel:fr-V;"

■ sufficiency as an important and.integral part of any international
co-operation activity. . .

ll\i;.'■■-^ ^ATFGRM FOR A NEW INTERNATIONAL DIALOGU

■■125. -'-^he. African Platform for a New International Dialogue has to be envisaged, at
the national, subregionals regional and international levels within the context of

both the South-South and North-South Co-operation. Each level of activities should.
be designed in such a way as to be supportive as well as complementary-with other
related programmes taking into account the realities of interdependence of nations;
The following proposals are put forward as a means to initiating such a dialogue.

A* '1( .'..DIALOGUE AT NATIONAL LEVEL . : ■ '■ <

126;i An empirical review of the international, negotiating process seems-to reveal
that^by-far the weakest aspect of Africa's bargaining position is evident at
national.level.. This is due to several factors: (i) there is poor economic

-management and misallocation 'or misuse of resources coupled with..corruption and.
^wastage: of public funds, including.foreign aid, loans and investment. At the

same time countries are unable to effectively utilize foreign and domestic resources
to,,generate further incomes: (ii) ^st countries have no clearly defined monetary
fiscal and financial policies which-are directly linked to the country's develop
ment objectives and priorities. As a result, domestic resources are never fully
utilized towards addressing the econ'omic crisis facing them; (iii) there is no ^

single institutional machinery within the government to review, assess and co-ordinate
foreign aid programmes and policies of the donor .countries with national development
objectives and priorities; and (iv) most countries do not have full.knowledge
information about their own natural resources including minerals.asf well as the
structures of its technical and managerial skills. As a result, most countries

or

35 / ■
-^ See General Assembly resolutions.. 3201 (S-VI.) and 3202'.'(Sr-.VI)'tof 1 May 1-974

containing the Declaration and the Programme of Action on the Establishment of:a..
New International Economic Order.

;.'.'.■■
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are often not aware of the strong existing.or potential bargaining position which

they have vis^a-vis the rest of" the.wor.ld.. This greatly. reduces their ability to

negotiate -effectively and to their "advantage. , r,.■,..-.

127.:;, ■ -It/i's'^therefore proposed that a national dialogue bef.4n,stituted in each

country as^a; matter- of-priority to clearly articulate the; country*! s.. policy towards

the restiofi: the-world in-1 international trade, monetary and financial field. Since

UNCTAD deals'with'developF.ene issues, embracing all economic sectorss a Permanent

National ^Co-ordination and Consultative Committee -on International Affairs should
be established-at'Ministerial ..level composed of- all cabinet .ministers. Among its
functlibns;,. such a high powered committee would review, assess'and monitor, on a
regular basis, the decisions taken within UNCTAD, GATT, IMF, World Bank and ACP-EEC,

and how such decisions affect the country's development process and recommend - to the
Head of State or Government any^ appropriate action required either'to maximize
advantages from such decisions or to protect itself from any' possible adverse effects

therefrom. At the same time, the Committee would ensure tjhe- implementation ofMnter-
nat4onal..:decisi"ons 'as1 required at:riationai level. , , . ' - ■:>' 'Vi,.

'■'.■■ . • ■■, ■. ■ * . ■ ;.: ■ ■
!'cri'J:'' "■ ' ■ ' ' '■ - .•■•.!•■ ^ _. ..... ,-■;-.■

.-"-"''".•-■■ . ■ ' '; ■ ' ■■■ i l- '' '■' ' '■.'''*

'BV}^,^;jtALOGUE, A^ I^!TER-AFRICAN LEVEL ' l'' •"-■' ; ,.. ' , / '■ ,

}?&><.;j The-.Lago"s Plan of Action'and the Final Act of Lagos, laid down the platform
for dialogue at inter-African level, in matters relating to international trade,
monetary and financial relations. At subregional.level^ some form of dialogue

has taken place on a continuous basis in the past through the subregional inter
governmental economic, trade and monetary organizations. . _/, However, it is not'

■clear^nether these groups do'really discuss .developments in inte.rnational-:ecoridmic
relations .with a view to -adopting a c'ommon posit^on.iri matters of importance to •■'
them. ->#:At,ir6gional level/, consultations; have >een taking ,place within the framework

of ,;the,EGA.Conference of Ministers'and its subsidiary sectoral .Conferences, meetings,
seminars and workshops-at ministerial or official levels. .The major setback of '
|k>V«f#P*m of dialogue is that being sectoral in nature, .they tended to leave out
-lsvsjie1s dealt with, by other sectoral bodies. /,■..// , .- ;^

1?'9ii.'/t ^.followinS areas are therefore proposed as a platform for new dialogues--
at the African level: - .: . ■■■.*,■ ; ?

,;.„;,, (1) Regional food security arid'food self-sufficiency should constitute ■■■■
.-, . ,■ , . the cornerstone for a new-dialogue within the.;..current economic ... •:

;,:■- .■ crisis facing'the African region.;,. This is., also >a& area through • '^ ('■'■■

Such as for instance, the African AeyelopmenCBan^, -:(ADB); Economic

of ^est; Africari-States (ECOWASU Economic Cpmmunit^pf" Central Afrrc'ati
States, (ECCAS) ; -Economic Community" of the 'Great Lakes. (CPGL)-;->Preferential Trade' '■■
Area for Eastern and Southern African States (PTA); and'the Southern African
^Development Co-ordination Conference (SADCC) to name only a few.

37/ '
For instance, the Conference of Ministers of Trade, or Industry or

Agriculture or Transport often confine themselves to a dialogue on issues in their
specific spheres of competence.
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which the African bargaining position in the international

. f.erums- can effectiveiy'be strengthened.; Hitherto no co

ordinated'action has been taken in tins field and the ad hoc

measures-that have been instituted at'national level have often

failed to-produce the required impact. Therefore, the secretariats

of the Economic Commission for Africa and the Organization of

African Unity should be requested to jointly prepare a comprehensive

inventory of the food and eating habits especially of staple food

grains and root crops. These should be matched against existing

production, storage and distribution structures in all African

countries. An intensive training campaign should then be mounted

in alV countries, especially the1 drought-stricken areas', to [
.introduce new staple food grains and dietary habits in places where

the traditional foodgrains-can no longer be grown. Collaboration -

...should be sought from other organizations such as UNCTAD, Food and

.Agriculture Organization (FAO), World Health Organization, World
Food Council to implement this scheme, especially also to continue

the..P,urrent programme'instituted by the United Nations Secretary
General and co-ordinated iby the Executive Secretary of EGA when
it is phased out.

<•■;.[•

(n) the second integral part of this dialogue should involve an intensive
programme to increase the trade and exchanges of African produced

goods and services in order to reduce our dependence on external

markets. Since Africa is faced with a serious economic crisis the

.days of paying; Hp-serviceJ to - intra-African trade are over. New

and serious dialogues.should be conducted primarily within the

,: existing subregional groupings to really look for new opportunities
in trade among the African countries. The African market is

v, presently exploited by foreign interests from" North America3 South
;i East Asia, Japan,: Western and Eastern Europe. New positive ''

. attitudes towards Afriean-rmade goods should be encouraged as a maans

; . of ensuring collective se&'f-reliance and of enhancing further growth.
. To $his end, the establishment of supporting institutions such;,\as

the African Comnon. Market, the African Payments and Clearing Arrange-'
vi ments and the African Monetary Fund should be speeded up so as to w

. make them operational ahead of schedule, '

(iii) an important aspect of the African dialogue is the noteworthy
precedence set by the African Economic. Summit of the Assembly of

Heads of State and Government of the Organization of African Unity
held in Lagos in.9 April 1980. This should be maintained on W
regular basis. Therefore, a recommendation should be made tor Che
African Heads of State and Government to hold an economic summit"1'1
once every two years to receive a progress report on the international

trade, monetary and financial situations. Such a dialogue would.-enable
African Heads of State or Government to keep up-to-date with world
economic issues and how such issues affect the political developments
in the country. The summit would also be an appropriate forum for
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providing new political directives necessary for, an effective

common'African position in dealing with matters within the UNCTAD

"and other international forums,. Such an economic, summit should

always be preceded by an African Ministerial Conference on

Economic Development to which all ministries should participate.

C. SOUTH-SOUTH DIALOGUE ' , .^ :

130. A great deal has been said in the past about the need for a more fruitful

South-South dialogue as. a mean's of strengthening, the collective bargaining position

the developing countries within the UNCTAD and.other,international forums. In this

regard, the coming into being of the Group of 77 spearheaded a new form of dialogue

among developing countries. At the same time, the "Arusha Programme for Collective

Self-Reliance and Framework for Negotiations" and the "Caracass Programme of Action"
have greatly.improved the,understanding qf issues of common interest among develop

ing countries. However, not much concrete achievement can be claimed because the

various groupings in the Souths as well as individual countries, continue to place

a high priority on preserving the North-South links. For anew and more meaningful

dialogue to take place among the countries of the South, the following proposals

should.be considered: -.,.'■ .■<■....;- -:

■ (i) The Group of 77'."" ,; . ': . ' ,; , : \ ' ' t- - ■

131. "! the .Group of 77 should consider instituting a new system for follow-up action

on the implementation of the resolutions adopted at UNCTAD sessions .in close

consultation with the Non-Aligned Nations Movement., An evaluation and assessment

of their'major concerns should be made at regular intervals, between.iany two sessions

of UNCTAD to ensure that maximum benefit is derived by all, countries^concerned

from the implementation of such decisions and resolutions. Such a review should

take place at least once in every two years and should, be at. ministerial level.

Part of such a system should be to determine what role the Group of 77 itself can

play in the implementation of decisions adopted ;at UNCTAD :&essiqns. 38/ This
proposal is all the more relevant because:hitherto no comprehensive assessment has

be'en made by .the Group of 77. o.f the results of any UNCTAD, sessions. This somewhat

reduces the effectiveness of the Group's strategy, due to lack of continuity and

consistency.

(ii) Conference of Non-Aligned Nations , ,

132.. Another .important area in which the South-South dialogue can really be

enhanced is within the framework of the Non-Aligned Movement. As is well known

the Non-Aligned Countries have over the years played a catalytic and significant

— It is no secret for instance.,that .,a good number of countries in the Group

of .77 have not signed or ratified the ;GSTP. How then can they criticize the other

groups for not meeting their commitments?
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role in stimulating the awareness of developing-nations about their economic problems

and also as a pressure group in Various international forums * For instance, the .

convening of UNCTAB rin 1964 was^ the first of a series of" international forums

in dealing with developing- countries' economic issues but it was not by coincidence

that the Conference was held-soon after the Belgrade Declaration of 1961 of the

Non-Aligned Summit. A few years later in 1973S the Non-Aligned Summit in Algiers

appealed for the establishment of a.nsw International Economic Orderj which, was

subsequently adopted in 1974 at the Sixth Special Session of the United Nations

General Assembly. Furthermore, the Havana Summit of Non-Aligned;Nations.held in •

1979 called for the launching of global negotiations and adopted pqlicy^guidelines.
on the reinforcement of collective self-reliance among developing countries. More

rece,nv;^» ^h(r Seventh Summit^pf Non-Aligned Countries meeting in New Delhi-.in .March

1983, re-affirmed the need for closer, economic co-operation among developing^countries
as an .important means in building collective self-reliance and in increasing.the '■',

bargaining power of developing countries in negotiations with;developed-countries.
It also ipade concrete proposals and recommendations which played a significant role

in shaping the;final_^omi of the Buenos Aires Platform., , ,

133. It is therefore proposed that the time has come for a form of ,South-South . ~,^
<Hflpgue to-be introduced within the framework of the conference of'Non-Aligned
Nations. To this end, an appropriate machinery should be established as a .._ . ,
permanent feature of"this grouping to be Responsible, interrajia' for, the following.-,
functions: (a) serving as the technical and economic organ of. the Movement for-, ■
studying and monitoring on a regular basis, the implementation of decisions- and;.- .
resolutions adopted within UMCTAD and other international forums .weighed against ";.,-.

the decisions taken by the Assembly of. Heads qf State, or Government, of Non-Aligned^^

Nations; (b) to provide technical backstopping and service meetings of the various
organs of the Movement; (c) to co-ordinate the position of the Non-Aligned Nations

as an entity during meetings of UNCTAD, World Bank;: tha Tnf.eTrnational Monetary Fund
and other international organizations. Such a mechanism or institution, when

established,' should liaise and co-ordinate as appropriate its activities and

programmes wit* the Group of 77 Senate* 1^8*^^^
and regional intergovernmental organizations such as the Organization of Ihe Afri

Senate* 1^8*^^^
and regional intergovernmental organizations such as the Organization of Ihe African

Unity (OAU), the Association of .SoutK East■Asian*Nations (ASEAN) arid1the Latin
American Economic System (SE£A).! : -^ ■ ' . ■ ' ■ V■'•■ ....

D. . ''''NORTH-SOin^ DIALOGUE

-■ The experiences, and results of past negotiations -in UNCTADsf: GATf, World Bank/

IMF and even the ACP-EEC Lome Convention seem !td indica-te "that ;the North-Scrtith J
dialogue has somehow grounded to a hal>t. 3^/ ' The failure of UNCTAD VI is another .
manifestation of the collapse of the dialogue. Various Reasons are expounded for '

12,/See also North-South Dialogue: A Programme for Survival, (The Report of
the Independent Commission on International.Development Issues under the Chairmanship
of'Willy Brandt)^ Pan-World Books, London 1930. ' - . , ., ;":
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this.phenomenon some of which were discussed in some detail in Part IV of this

report. Intensive efforts have been made at different levels to. review.the^

North-South dialogue and. make it really work, boj Therefore the^proposals. put

forward below are an addition or refinement of proposals which might have already

been .made in. the multiplicity of studies and treatises produced on this, matter.

(i) Intensification of international consultations

135. ' The collapse in the North-South Dialogue can be attributed directly to the..

lack 6f genuine consultative machinery at international level based on the principle

of "universality". Developing countries often justifiably complain about not being

consulted on decisions by- the industrialized nations which adversely affect them.

A new effort therefore needs to be made, especially by industrialized nations to

improve the mechanisms for consultations with developing nations affecting all

aspects of world economic issues especially in the field of international trade,

money, finance, energy, technology, industry and global food security recognising r-.

the present character of interdependence o£ nations. Developed countries should

resist the arrogance towards "unilateralism" in the decisions in these issues

especially when they adversely1 affect the developing countries. Similarly, .

developing countries should also devise mechanisms for consulting with the industria

lized countries on major decisions they wish to take if such decisions require any

form of support from the latter. Such consultations could be taken at bilateral

levels through' embassies or special missions or at multilateral levels through

established channels such as the United Nations, the World'Bank and the IMF. The

industrialized nations regularly hold such consultations between each other and

there is no reason why this could not be extended to developing nations.

(ii) Implementation of Agreed Decisions

136 . A major weakness of the international economic system lies in its inability

to implement its own decisions or resolutions even where a general consensus has

actually ■bee'n reached. Therefore, new directives- should be. developed within UMCTAD

to effectively follow-up on the implementation (of decisions and recommendations

adopted within the forum. The developing countries should, be willing to shoulder

their responsibility alongside the industrialized nations in this respect. The

developed countries, on the other hand, should avoid adopting evasive action or

tactics which delay or frustrate the implementation of agreed decisions taken in

international forums. It should be stressed that the tendency towards the "polariza

tion" of interests and the "politicization" of the.decision process in UNCTAD and

other bodies has largely been responsible for- non-implementation of resolutions

and decisions. Furthermore, the need for strengthening economic1" interdependence'1'

is extremely crucial to a healthy revival of the world recovery in which both :;

industrialized and developing nations can have assured equitable advantages.

40/ ■ ■ ■ ■''' '' ..
— See for instance the North-South Dialogue; A Programme for Survival, "■■■/

op.cit^ pp. 257 et. seq. and Annex I on Recommendations; and Commonwealth Secretariat,

The North-South Dialogue (Making it work)s London 1982.
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(iii) Review of Existing International Institutions

137. Are the existing institutions adequate to respond to the world economic

crisis? This question is increasingly occupying the minds of policy makers

especially in developed countries. Throughout the preparations for UNCTAD VI

.negotiations and thereafterB there was a general consensus that the structures

and operations of the Bretton Woods Institutions (the World Bank and the Inter

national Monetary Fund) need to be reviewed to make them adequately equipped

to respond to the needs of developing countries. 41/ The same may be said of UNCTAD

sessions as an institution. It hardly needs emphasizing that both the number of

countries needing financials technical and advisory support from these institutions

has considerably increased over the years. At the same time9 the structures of

international economic, trade, monetary and financial relations have virtually

been revolutionized with the passing of time. It therefore stands to. reason that

unless such a revision is made and new mandates developed and agreed upon, no

amount of negotiations can significantly alter the present flow of resources to

developing nations or instil confidence in these institutions.

(iv) Special Session of the United Nations General Assembly on the World

Economic Crisis and Recovery

138. The various platforms for new dialogues at national, regional, South-South

and North-South levels would be al«o.enhanced through a global dialogue. To this

end, it is proposed that the General Assembly should convene a Special session on

the World Economic Crisis and Recovery. The Special Session should inter alia,
have before it the latest reports on the development situation and the impact of

the world crisis on the various regions. A special study should be conducted on

the least developed, landlocked and island developing countries to underline the

peculiar problems encountered by such countries in implementing their development

objectives and priorities. The agenda of the special session would be drawn up

by the Secretary General of the United Nations in consultation with all relevant

United Nations Specialized Agencies, Regional Economic Commissions and the Non-A

Aligned Nations Movement. The Special Session should also consider proposals for

the re-organization of UNCTAD and the Bretton Woods Institutions and give new

directives for the structure and content of negotiations to be conducted within
the new set-up.

— The Bretton Woods Institutions were created in 1944 by developed countries

only while UNCTAD was created in 1964 with the participation of a smaller group of
developing nations.




